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Abstract

Accidental fires represent a risk for people from the heat and fire effluents produced. It is clear from fire statistics that it is, in fact, the toxic gases that kill and injure many fire victims. Further, there are a number of compounds that are readily produced in fires, which have important sublethal effects on humans. Some of those compounds are known to have a long-term effect on people, and fires might significantly contribute to the emission of such compounds to the environment.

Although, the importance of the quality of the fire effluents has been acknowledged for a long time in the fire science community, information on the detailed composition is to some degree missing. In particular, there has been a lack of real-scale fire experiments including detailed chemical analysis, to confirming the present knowledge-base, which in many cases relies on data from small-scale experiments.

The work presented in this thesis is largely based on the results of a number of unique series of large-scale fire experiments, where the composition of the fire effluents has been characterised in detail. The analyses have included many types of species, e.g.: narcotic fire gases such as CO and HCN, irritants such as HF, HCl and isocyanates, carcinogenic compounds such as benzene, PAHs and dioxins. The particulate phase of the fire effluents has also been characterised in a number of tests.

Information on the production of toxic gases, such as HCN, is important for estimating the time for evacuation in case of fires in buildings. Quantitative information on HCN, and other toxic gases relevant for an evacuation scenario, has been determined in real-scale fire experiments. An application of an FED model for asphyxiant gases, showed that these gases presented the greatest danger in a series of experimental tunnel fires, and that HCN, in particular, had a major impact in these fires.

Further, a chemical kinetic model included in a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) study, has been evaluated for the prediction of HCN production in fires. The prediction of the model was satisfactory compared to the results of large-scale enclosure tests.

An estimate of the total amounts of dioxin, PAH and VOC from fires in Sweden during a specific year was made, by combining the amounts of materials involved in fires with emission factors for these fires. It was concluded that the emissions of PAH, VOC and dioxins from fires are large. The fire related emissions of PAH and dioxins were further shown to be significant and comparable to those from many other sources. For dioxins it is further clear that large catastrophic fires can lead to major emissions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Fire risks and consequences

Fire is an acknowledged risk in our society that every year causes injuries to numerous people and regularly results in significant number of fatalities. Between one hundred and one hundred fifty people are killed in fires in Sweden, each year. The number of fire death has been rather constant during the 90-ties and throughout the first years of the 21st century. The most recent statistics (2002) show that 126 fatal fires occurred that year, and that 137 people lost their lives in these fires [1]. The statistics further show that most fires with fatal outcome occurred in residences involving single persons. In 2002, 90 % of these fires occurred in dwellings with elderly males over-represented in the statistics. Based on the statistics for 2002 there were 15 people killed in fires per million inhabitants in Sweden. This figure is in accordance with the statistics for the United Sates, the UK and mainland Europe, where the number of fire death has been approximated to 14 per million inhabitants [2]. However, large catastrophic fires can occur that increase the fatality records for single years. An example of a severe incident occurring in Sweden is the discotheque fire in Gothenburg (1998) [3] where 63 young people lost their lives. Similarly, the Scandinavian Star fire in 1990 [4] was a severe incident with a high number of fatalities, 156 passenger and crewmembers were killed in this fire. Common for these two catastrophic fires was that a large number of people were gathered in an unfamiliar and confined space, with restricted access to escape, and that many of the victims were overcome by toxic smoke.

Apart from the fatal incidents a larger number of people are inflicted by non-fatal fire injuries, including various degrees of burns and lung damages. The number of people injured in fires in the UK in the end of the 90-ties, was approximately 20 times the number of fire death [2]. In Sweden there are no official statistics on the number of non-fatal fire injuries.

There are several hazards from fires that in unfortunate circumstances may lead to injuries or death. The heat and flames from fires are obvious risks. However, the effect of toxic smoke may actually be the greatest danger. It has been estimated that between 310 000 and 670 000 people are exposed (though in many cases briefly) to fire smoke in home fires in the US each year, and that on average 3 318 people are killed and 11 505 people are injured in fires due to smoke inhalation [5]. In the US the general consensus is that fire deaths from smoke inhalation occur in most cases after the fire has progressed beyond flashover, and that the victims are normally found in a room other than the room containing the flashed-over room [6]. Statistics from the UK show that injuries and death caused by exposure to toxic smoke products increased considerably from the 50’s until the 80’s [2], and that approximately half of the fatalities and a third of all injured in dwelling fires at present are caused by exposure to toxic smoke products [2]. An increasing trend in the number of fatalities due to toxic smoke products has also been shown for fires in Sweden for the period 1961-1976 [7]. The increased number of fatalities caused by smoke products has been attributed to the increased use of modern synthetic materials but also to a higher density of combustibles in buildings and dwellings [2].
Hence, it is accepted that the effects of toxic smoke poses one of the greatest risks to people in fires. This knowledge has, however, in general not been adequately reflected in research activities in the fire community, nor in standards or codes. The underlying reason is that current fire safety assessments of materials and products are largely based on testing and standards considering parameters such as ignitibility, heat release, flame spread and in some cases rate of smoke obscuration (not toxicity). The basic principle is to mitigate the fire risk and limit the fire spread in the case of ignition, thereby reducing the amount of combusted material that might produce toxic smoke gases. This is certainly a sound approach as a basis for a high level of fire safety. However, as testing almost exclusively focuses on the fire behaviour (i.e. ignition, heat release and flame spread) of materials and products, detailed knowledge of the characteristics and production pattern of fire gases has generally not received deserved attention.

Much of the knowledge of materials and products is gained through standard product testing. There are however few mandatory standards that address the toxicity of smoke gases. This obviously varies between countries and regions, however as an example, the European fire classification system for construction products [8] does not include any requirement on combustion toxicity. There are, however, a few particular application areas where smoke toxicity is included in the regulations.

In the IMO regulations for the classification of surface materials for use in the interiors of ships there are rather detailed requirements on smoke toxicity [9]. Similarly, for materials intended for use in aircrafts there are regulations on smoke toxicity [10]. Although the concept of focusing on the basic fire properties of materials and products must be the foundation of fire safety, there does appear to be a gap between the information gained from testing and the possible effects of real materials and products in real fires. This issue was recently the focus of a project conducted by NIST, where it was concluded that the proper treatment of smoke toxicity in standards and codes has not yet been solved [11].

Of the toxic smoke products, carbon monoxide (CO) is recognized as the main toxicant in fires [12]. Hydrogen cyanide (HCN), elevated level of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), and oxygen vitiation are also important in their contribution to the asphyxiating characteristics of smoke gases. There are other components in smoke gases that cause sensory irritation to eyes and the upper respiratory tract. These compounds include acid gases produced from the combustion of halogen containing materials (where hydrogen chloride, HCl, is the most common), and a variety of organic compounds, such as: formaldehyde, acrolein and phenol. Irritant gases may have their greatest influence in reducing the speed of egress in the evacuation of people from a fire. But at higher concentrations of irritants, lung damages and oedema may result in death some time after exposure. Generally, the danger from fire gases is a combination of the toxic potency of the smoke and the time of exposure (i.e. dose related effects from aspyxiants). However, for irritants the sublethal effects are concentration related. In addition to gaseous species, condensed phase components in the fire effluents constitute an additional threat. Further, aerosols (smoke) reduce visibility, obstruct breathing and may contain nano-sized particles that can be transported deep into the pulmonary tract.
Although there are few frequently applied standard test methods assessing the content of fire smoke, knowledge has been gained from research activities over the years. There is information available in the literature on the occurrence and production of various fire gases, especially on important lethal gases such as CO [12-15] and HCN [16-18], but also to a lesser extent on sublethal organic compounds [19-21] which in some cases may have a more long-term effect. However, due to the complexity of an uncontrolled combustion process (i.e. a fire), and partly due to the high costs associated with detailed chemical characterization, there are still many issues that remains to be solved.

Most existing studies of smoke gas toxicity have solely relied on data from small-scale physical fire models. It is, however, generally not straightforward to interpret such data in terms of smoke gas composition in real scale fires [2]. There is generally a lack of quantitative chemical data concerning fire effluents from real scale fires. As an example, in recent work conducted at NIST, it has been concluded that time dependent yield data for fire-generated gases from room fires are almost non-existent and are much needed [22].

The consequences of fires that have been focused on the most are the direct threats to people in the vicinity of a fire, and the economic losses associated with fires in terms of damage to buildings and infrastructure. However, fires additionally constitute a threat to the environment and may cause local acute effects on terrestrial and aquatic biotopes as well as being a potentially significant emission source of persistent bio-accumulating compounds, such as polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorinated dibenzofurans. The adverse effects of fires on the environment were brought into focus by some large industrial fires in the 80’s [23] [24], perhaps most significantly the Sandoz fire in the Basel area where a long stretch of the river Rhine was seriously polluted by contaminated fire water run-off [25]. These incidents resulted in intensified research activity in industrial fires and some large research projects were launched in Europe [26-28]. The environmental effects from fires have been increasingly addressed also in standardisation work. At present this interest has resulted in a British Standard treating industrial plastic fires [29], and in on-going work in ISO/TC 92/SC 3 aimed on bringing forward a more general document on the environmental effects of fires.

1.2 The aim of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to present and set into perspective unique quantitative information regarding the contents of fire effluents that have been gathered from a number of different fire scenarios. The production behaviour of important, lethal, fire gases, e.g. CO, HCN and HCl is analysed in this thesis. Further, some important, but in fire research previously rather neglected, components typically found in fire effluents, are assessed. These components include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons – PAHs, “dioxins”, i.e. polychlorinated and polybrominated dibenzo-p-dioxins and furans – PCDDs/PCDFs respective PBDDs/PBDFs, isocyanates and particulate matter. PAHs and dioxins have important sublethal effects on humans and emissions of these types of compounds are of potential environment concern. Isocyanates are potent irritants and are known to cause hypersensitivity from exposure, which is of particular concern to fire fighters and others that come into frequent contact with fire
gases. The content of fine particulate matter in fire gases is of concern as these fine particles have a tendency to penetrate deep into the lungs. Research in this area especially, has been limited in the fire community. Results from measurements of particle sizes and distributions in fire effluents are presented and discussed in the thesis.

The different steps involved in an evaluation of the consequences of the emissions from a fire are schematically outlined in Figure 1-1. The first step in such an evaluation is to determine the nature and quantities of the emissions from the fire. A detailed assessment includes the dynamics of production of each compound over the course of the fire. Several routes exist to obtain this information. The first alternative is to quantify the contents of the effluents from a large-scale fire test. In many cases this is the best available alternative at present. However, to conduct large-scale fire tests is expensive, and therefore very limited data is available with detailed chemical characterisation. In order to reduce testing costs, and to be able to assess the influence of different fire loads, geometries etc., numerical modelling of fires, including detailed modelling of the gas phase chemistry is an important tool. Although numerical simulation of fires constitutes a growing branch in fire research world wide, a research area that has developed from the simpler zone-models to the more detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, there are currently no commercially available codes that can simulate the full spectrum of important fire gases and associated phenomenon in detail.

![Figure 1-1](image)

Figure 1-1 Routes for obtaining data on the production of fire gases from testing and mathematical simulation, and the two main applications for this data. The activities shown in solid boxes are included in the work presented in this thesis.
In this thesis, quantitative results from measurements of fire gases from different large-scale scenarios are presented. Further, for one scenario, results from CFD simulations are presented, including detailed simulation of the gas phase chemistry. The results from these simulations are compared with the measured data from the fire tests.

Extrapolation from the characterisation of smoke gas components obtained from small-scale tests represents another possible means for obtaining information on the production of fire gases from a large scale fire. This type of data could form source terms for the introduction of gas species into numerical fire models. These types of assessments are not included in the thesis.

Data on the production of fire effluents are preferable for assessments of the acute effects of fire gases on humans in a fire. As outlined in Figure 1-1, there are generally two possible methods for assessing the effects on human. The most appropriate approach is the use of detailed models based on the response (incapacitation or mortality) of humans (or in some cases monkeys) to toxic or irritant gases. An alternative, commonly applied, method is to base the assessment on the response of rodents to the specific toxicant or to the total fire atmosphere generated by a specific material. The response is determined in small-scale tests generating lethal dose (LD$_{50}$) or lethal concentration (LC$_{50}$) data. Using the later method it is assumed that the response of rodents can be transferred to that of a human. In this thesis, the first method is applied to a tunnel fire as an example of the assessment of effects from fire gases on people.

Data on the production of fire-generated compounds are also needed for evaluations of emissions to the environment. Such evaluations include detailed studies of the distribution of compounds, both local distribution in the area close to the fire site, and long-range transport. The estimate of the distribution of fire-generated compounds could include distribution to both air and water. These sorts of calculations involve the use of advanced dispersal modelling. Another application is estimates of total emissions from fires to the environment. A specific group of compounds that have been in focus is dioxins. An inventory of fires in Sweden during one year has been conducted, and estimates were made on the total impact of these fires regarding emissions of important groups of organic compounds, including dioxins.

1.3 About the author and the outline of the thesis

I have during my employment at SP Swedish National Testing and Research Institute (1990 - at present) been involved in a number of high profile research projects where the smoke gases from various fires have been characterised. My research has principally focused on analysis of the combustion products from large-scale fire tests including the determination of source terms from industrial fires involving chemicals and polymers [30, 31], cable fires [32, 33] and the production of fire gases from room fires [34-36]. Further, small-scale experiments [35, 37] and measurement methodology [38, 39] have been an important part of my research activities.
My background as an analytical chemist has allowed me to take an active part in the sampling and chemical analyses included in the research presented here. In most of the work I have planned and been responsible for the chemical analyses and the evaluation of the results. I have personally conducted the FTIR analysis included in this thesis, and also the wet-chemical analyses included in Paper I. Further, I have generally been involved in the design and interpretation of the various physical fire models relied on in this work. Regarding the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations presented in this thesis, I was responsible for the computational grid and the validation data. I further took an active part in the design of the project and the evaluation of the results from the simulations.

Regarding the articles included in this thesis (I-X): in those cases where I appear as the first author, I was responsible for writing the article, with help and input from the co-writers; in those cases where I do not appear as first author, I took an active part in the writing process and wrote selected parts of the articles. I further took an active part in all experimental work presented in the articles, except for the experiments with carbon fibre materials in article VII.

The thesis is outlined as follows:

A background for the experimental work is given in Section 2, including a short general discussion of fire chemistry and a description of the analytical methods used in the experiments.

The most important experimental results are highlighted and analysed in Section 3. The main results from Paper I regarding the production of inorganic gases as a function of the global equivalence ratio are discussed in Section 3.1.1. The findings regarding the production of some inorganic gases in cable fires (Paper II and Paper III) are discussed in Section 3.1.2. The findings regarding the production of volatile organics (Paper I, IV, V and X) and isocyanate compounds from various common building materials (Paper VI) are discussed in Section 3.2.1. Quantitative results from measurements of PAHs, PCDDs/PCDFs and PBDDs/PBDFs (brominated dioxins) from Paper IV-V and Paper X are discussed in Section 3.2.2. The characterization of size and distribution of fire-generated particles (Paper VII and Paper X) is discussed in Section 3.3.

The more theoretical work in this thesis is presented in Section 4. The mathematical simulation of fires, and specifically the application of CFD modelling including a detailed description of the gas phase chemistry (Paper VIII), is discussed in Section 4.1. Further, two application areas are discussed in Section 4 where detailed knowledge of the quantitative production of fire gases is required (cf. Figure 1-1). In Section 4.2 there is a brief background given on available models for prediction of incapacitation in fires, and an application to the results from a tunnel fires is discussed as an example. Section 4.3 discusses the impact of emissions from fires on the environment. The most important results from a study based on fire statistics and source terms for VOC, PAH and dioxins (Paper IX) are discussed together with an experimental study of automobile fires (Paper X).
2 Background and methods for experimental work

2.1 Combustion and fire

The physical processes and chemical reactions involved in a fire are multitude and result in a varying outcome, depending on the prevailing conditions. It is not the aim of this thesis to discuss the aspects of the underlying theories that provide detailed explanations of the different parts of the chemical phenomenon we call fire. However, a short discussion of the fundamental theory is appropriate to serve as a background for the presentation and assessment of experimental results presented later in this thesis.

2.1.1 Combustion chemistry

Combustion is a chemical reaction involving fuel and oxidizer that generates heat and products. There is no clear scientific distinction between the terms combustion and fire, but generally a fire is defined as “uncontrolled combustion”.

The flaming combustion of a solid organic material (e.g. a synthetic polymer or wood) is the type of combustion that generally first comes to mind when considering a fire. For this type of fire to occur, energy is initially needed to thermally break the chemical bonds in the material. There are a number of different mechanisms involved in the thermal decomposition of a polymer chain, including chain-scission, chain-stripping and cross-linking [40]. This overall process is denoted pyrolysis and produces volatile fragments, and in some cases solid char, from the original material. For initiation of the homogeneous combustion process (i.e. a combustion process solely taking place in the gas phase), a certain mixture of pyrolysis gases and oxygen is required. A higher temperature is required for auto ignition to occur compared to induced or piloted ignition, which is the more common ignition process in fires.

The complete combustion of an arbitrary hydrocarbon fuel can be described by the global reaction:

\[ C_mH_n + (m + \frac{n}{2})O_2 \rightarrow \left(\frac{n}{2}\right)H_2O + mCO_2 + \text{energy} \]  

(2.1)

where \( m \) and \( n \) denotes the number of carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms in the fuel, respectively.

The combustion of even the simplest hydrocarbon fuel is comprised of a large number of intermediate (elementary) reactions, which ultimately leads to the end products of combustion, which in this example were water (H\textsubscript{2}O) and carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}), the products of complete combustion. These intermediate reactions in the gas phase constitute the basis of the combustion process. The intermediate reactions are typically radical chain reactions [41] and the four important types of these reactions are given below (with examples):
1. Chain initiating
\[ \text{RH} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{R}^* + \text{HO}_2^* \]  
(2.2)

2. Chain propagating
\[ \text{HO}_2^* + \text{RH} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{R}^* \]  
(2.3)

3. Chain branching
\[ \text{H}^* + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{O}^* + \text{OH}^* \]  
(2.4)

4. Chain terminating
\[ \text{H}^* + \text{OH}^* \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  
(2.5)

The reaction mechanism starts with the chain initiating reactions (2.2) where reactive radicals (denoted with a dot to represent a single electron) are formed from stable species (R denotes an arbitrary hydrocarbon chain). It is the radicals, in this context often denoted chain carriers, that drive the chain reactions of combustion. The reaction proceeds by the formation of new radicals, through chain propagation (reaction 2.3) and chain branching (reaction 2.4). Finally, the chain reactions stop or are moderated by chain terminating reactions (reaction 2.5), in which radicals combine to form stable species. The propagating and especially the branching reactions are thus important to produce radicals and create necessary conditions for maintaining and accelerating combustion.

For higher combustion temperatures (T > 1100 K) the chain branching reactions are quite simple and relative independent of the fuel. However, at lower temperatures (900 K < T < 1100 K) these reactions are more complex and fuel specific [41]. Examples of typical chain branching reactions for hydrocarbons in different combustion temperature regimes are [41]:

\[ \text{T > 1100 K:} \quad \text{H}^* + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{OH}^* + \text{O}^* \]  
(2.6)

\[ \text{900 K < T < 1100 K:} \quad \text{HO}_2^* + \text{RH} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{R}^* \]  
(2.7)

\[ \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{M} \rightarrow 2\text{OH}^* + \text{M} \]  
(2.8)

In reaction 2.8 above, M is a third body species, necessary for the reaction, but in effect preserved unaltered through the reaction.

The rate of gas phase combustion diminishes after the initial burning phase for many solid organic materials due to the build-up of a carbon rich, char layer on the material surface. Examples of such materials are natural polymers, e.g. wood, and synthetic polymers, e.g. polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The char layer acts as a physical barrier, shielding the virgin material from heat produced by the gas phase reactions, or from another external heat source. The char further obstructs gaseous pyrolysis products from penetrating the surface and taking part in the gas phase reactions. A carbonaceous char is, however, not inert, but slowly decomposing at sufficiently high temperatures, through inhomogeneous combustion where oxidants in the gas phase react with carbon in the solid phase.

The formation of a char layer is therefore an intrinsic property of some materials that provides a certain degree of inherent flame retardancy. The benefit of a char layer
has also been utilized in formulations of flame retardant additives used to improve the fire properties of many commercial products [42].

Some background on the formation of a char layer from PVC and the general flame retardant mechanisms of halogen compounds in polymer combustion is of interest in this thesis regarding the work on halogen containing cables (Paper II-III) and bromine containing polymers (Paper IV-V).

Whereas a polyolefin (e.g. polyethylene) principally decomposes through random chain-scission, PVC decomposes through elimination reactions where HCl is eliminated from the polymer chain [40]:

\[ -\text{CH}_2 - \text{CHCl} \rightarrow -\text{CH} = \text{CH} - + \text{HCl} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

The resulting carbon rich condensed phase can then cross-link, creating a more thermally stable structure, which at higher temperatures may form a char [43].

The elimination of HCl from the PVC backbone begins at around 250 °C [43] and the release of a hydrogen halides plays an important role in the quenching mechanism of gas phase chain reactions. This quenching mechanism is common for both HCl and hydrogen bromide (HBr). The general mechanisms for quenching of radicals important in branching reactions (compare to reactions 2.6 and 2.8) are:

\[ \text{H}^* + \text{HX} \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + \text{X}^* \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

\[ \text{OH}^* + \text{HX} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{X}^* \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where X designates an arbitrary halide atom (Cl or Br).

Addition of brominated flame retardants to polymers is relatively more effective than chlorinated flame retardants (or the intrinsic flame retardant performance of certain PVC formulations as described above) in that bromine is more easily eliminated from the flame retardant carrier, due to the lower dissociation energy for breakage of the C-Br bond compared to the C-Cl bond [43].

As illustrated above (see reactions 2.10 and 2.11) the halogen is released as part of the flame retardant mechanism, implying that it will be available for participation in further retardation provided it remains in the combustion zone. Halogenated flame retardants are typically used together with a synergistic co-additive. The most important in this sense is antimony trioxide (SbO₃), which effectively enhances the effect of the halogen through retention of the halogen in the combustion zone for longer period of time than would otherwise be possible. Although SbO₃ show effects both in the condensed phase and in the gas phase, the major effect is in the gas phase [42].
2.1.2 Fire conditions

A fire is dependent and controlled by the interaction of three constituents: a fuel, an oxidiser and energy. This is often referred to as the “fire triangle” as all three components are needed for initiating and maintaining the fire. Heat is necessary for pyrolysis of the fuel, and the oxidiser is necessary for the combustion of the pyrolysis gases. The exothermal combustion reactions produce heat, thereby continuing the circulation from heat to pyrolysis to combustion. A change in one of the components (i.e., interference in the chain of events) has a major influence on the fire conditions and the products from the fire. The actual conditions in a fire are therefore, important to define in a study of the emissions from fires. Fire conditions have been classified in ISO TR 9122-1 [44] and it is clear that the ventilation (or availability of oxygen) is an important factor, e.g. a developing fire with rather good ventilation gives a considerably higher CO₂/CO ratio compared to a fully developed, vitiated fire.

A parameter commonly used to describe the ventilation conditions during combustion is the equivalence ratio, φ, defined in equation (2.12) below as:

\[
\phi = \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{fuel}}}{\dot{m}_{\text{oxygen}}} = \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{fuel}}}{\dot{m}_{\text{oxygen}}} \text{stoich.}
\]

where \( \dot{m}_{\text{fuel}} \) is the mass loss rate of the fuel, \( \dot{m}_{\text{oxygen}} \) is the mass flow rate of oxygen, and the subscript “stoich.” refers to the quotient under stoichiometric conditions.

The equivalence ratio describes the relationship between the actual fuel/oxygen ratio and the stoichiometric fuel/oxygen ratio. In cases where the overall combustion process is studied, and not the spatial variations in e.g. an enclosure, \( \phi \) can be defined in a more general sense using the equivalence ratio for the total combustion process. This is usually referred to as the global equivalence ratio, GER. In the work presented in Paper I, the definition of GER is the ratio between the mass loss rate of the fuel and the mass flow of oxygen entering the combustion room normalised by the stoichiometric ratio.

In order to measure GER in the two different test rooms in Paper I, a device called “the phi meter” [45], was constructed. The essential parts of the phi meter are the combustor, into which the fire gases and additional pure oxygen are introduced, and the O₂ analyser. Complete combustion of the fire gases is achieved in the combustor by the high temperature (1000 ºC) and by using a platinum catalyst and additional oxygen. The readings on the O₂ analyser are compared with background measurements without fire gases through the phi meter. A simple computation gives the equivalence ratio. The instrumentation and the calculations needed to conduct the measurements of the equivalence ratio are described in Paper I.
2.1.3 Generation of compounds in fires

The effluents from a fire contain a mixture of gases, condensed compounds and solid particles. The composition of the effluents is mainly dependent on:

- the elemental composition of the material involved in the fire,
- the organic structure of the material and
- the prevailing combustion conditions, \textit{i.e.} temperature and ventilation.

Secondary factors that have an influence on the composition are the extent of dilution (cooling) of the effluents with fresh air (which quenches gas phase reactions), and the “age” of the effluents (which determines the time available for post-fire reactions). The latter point in particularly is important for slow reactions, \textit{e.g.} the development of particles (soot), and the deposition of condensable compounds.

It is clear that the composition of the effluents varies strongly between fires and also during the course of a fire. Components that are found in fire effluents and which are associated with a certain risk are schematically described in Table 2-1. The examples given in the table are intended to give a general picture of important components and are selected with a focus on the species that have been investigated in the experimental part of this thesis. More information on the toxicity of these compounds, and others, is found in Section 4.2.1.

Table 2-1 Selected components in fire effluents and their principal associated risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of component</th>
<th>Examples of compounds</th>
<th>Examples of sources</th>
<th>Principal risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic gases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>All fires</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acute: asphyxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>All fires</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>Nitrogen cont. fuels, \textit{e.g.} nylon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO, NO₂ (NOₓ)</td>
<td>— “—”</td>
<td></td>
<td>Acute: irritation Sublethal: lung damages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>— “—”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>Chlorine cont. fuels, \textit{e.g.} PVC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>Fluorine cont. fuels, \textit{e.g.} PTFE, PVDF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBr</td>
<td>Bromine cont. fuels, \textit{e.g.} Br-flame retarded mtrl.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂</td>
<td>Sulphur cont. fuels, \textit{e.g.} wool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-1  (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of component</th>
<th>Examples of compounds</th>
<th>Examples of sources</th>
<th>Principal risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Volatile organics | Isocyanates           | Nitrogen cont. fuels, e.g. PUR, mineral wool | Acute: irritation  
|                   |                       | Sublethal: asthma, cancer |
|                   | Phenol                | General for many fires | Acute: irritation |
|                   | Styrene               | Polystyrene fires    | Sublethal: cancer |
|                   | Benzene               | General for all fires | Sublethal: cancer |
| Semi-volatile     | PAH                   | General for all fires, particularly aromatic fuels | Sublethal: cancer  
| /condensed phase  |                       |                    |                  |
| organics          | Dioxins/furans        | Fires with fuels containing chlorine or bromine | Sublethal: cancer, immunotoxicity, etc. |
| Particles         | Soot particles of various sizes | All fires | Acute: visual obscuration, Sublethal: deposition in the lungs |

2.2  Sampling and analytical methods

2.2.1  Sampling of fire gases

The characterisation of gases from a fire is complicated by a number of factors: a fire is a dynamic and turbulent process and the concentration of specific compounds in the smoke plume may change from ppm-levels to percentage-levels during the course of the fire, or from one part of the plume to another. Further, fire gases are most often hot at the sampling point, which introduces complications such as continued chemical reactions, or condensation of gases in cold parts of the sampling equipment, or on surfaces in the test set-up. In the case of spectroscopic methods (e.g. FTIR), the normally high concentrations of carbon dioxide and water found in fire gases, and possible interference from unexpected gaseous compounds, make quantification difficult. The presence of high concentrations of particles creates additional challenges in sampling. The sampling methodology is, therefore, an important part of the total measurement scheme, irrespective of the analysis method employed.

The aim of the sampling is to collect a representative portion of the fire gases for subsequent analysis. To accomplish this, the sampling equipment normally used for gas sampling consists of a probe, a particulate filter, tubing and a pump. The particulate filter and the sampling tubing are normally heated to avoid condensation of water. The issue of sampling in connection with measurements using FTIR was discussed in detail in [46] and more information is available in [38]. General advice on the sampling of fire effluents are further given in ISO TR 9122-3 [47].

Essentially, two different sampling positions have been utilized in the experimental work presented in this thesis. The most frequently applied technique has been to extract samples from a smoke collection duct. Sampling from a duct, where the smoke gases are well mixed, is the traditional and most controlled situation. The rule
of thumb is that the fire gases are sufficiently well mixed at a distance of five times the duct-diameter [48] and that, in such cases, one can use a single-hole probe. The sampling was made from a smoke collection duct in all experimental work, except in the enclosure experiments in Paper I, where the sampling was made in the opening (outflow) of the enclosure, and in a series of method validation experiments discussed in Section 2.2.2.

The fire gases are more concentrated and not as well mixed in the opening of an enclosure as in a smoke collection duct. Thus, the sampling conditions are more severe in the first case. To sample in the opening, however, was the strategy chosen for the enclosure tests in Paper I due to the potential to obtain additional information concerning the specific composition of the fire gases as they exit the enclosure. The rationale for this sampling strategy was to minimise the effects of any possible post-fire reactions of the combustion products prior to the sampling location, as the study of products from poorly ventilated combustion was the main objective of these experiments. Further, to properly measure the ventilation conditions in the enclosure any dilution of the fire gases had to be avoided. An additional advantage of this strategy was the reduction of possible losses of gases due to condensation in the hood/duct-system.

Sampling for continuous analysis, using analysis techniques which give time resolved information, is advantageous in the analysis of fire effluents. The major technique of this type that has been applied is online FTIR analysis, which has been used in the experimental work for analysis of many inorganic fire gases.

Accumulative sampling has been used for a number of compounds in this work, including the measurements of inorganic compounds in the pool-fire experiments in Paper I, the measurements of particles in Paper VII and Paper X, and for all measurements of organic compounds. In this type of sampling the smoke is continuously drawn through a medium or device designed to retain the species studied. The species concentration in the sampling medium is subsequently determined using a suitable analysis technique. A general advantage of this method is that a low limit of detection can be achieved, determined mainly by the total amount of smoke sampled. One general drawback, however, is that only averaged concentration information is obtained over the sampling period, i.e. time resolved information is not available and important transient information can be lost. In particular in the case of certain large organic species, however, the low concentration of the species in the fire gases at any given time, and the absence of suitable online measurement techniques have made accumulative measurement methods unavoidable.

2.2.2 FTIR measurement

Measurements of gases with infrared absorption techniques have been employed in many fields of science for more than a century. This technique is attractive since a large number of molecules absorb energy in the infrared region. The wavelength absorbed depends on the types of bonds in the molecule. The different functional groups of the molecule create the unique molecular fingerprints utilised in infrared spectroscopy. However, the invention of the two-beam interferometer by Michelson [49] has greatly broadened the applicability of this technique. There are two main
advantages of the Michelson interferometer compared with a prism or a grating of a monochromator, which is the alternative device to explore the infrared spectrum. The first, and most important, advantage is that information from all spectral elements is measured simultaneously with an interferometer. The second advantage is that the theoretical optical throughput is considerably higher.

In FTIR spectroscopy, the Michelson interferometer uses a beam splitter and two mirrors, one of which is fixed while the other is moved at a constant speed. The incoming infrared beam is separated and a path difference is introduced before recombination. In the recombined infrared beam, all wavelengths are modulated simultaneously with a distinct modulation frequency. An infrared sensitive detector is used to register the infrared signal as an interferogram. The interferogram, which is a function of mirror position, is converted to a wavelength spectrum through Fourier transformation; hence the name Fourier Transform InfraRed spectrometry. A detailed account of the theory behind the FTIR technique can be found in [50].

With the fast development of computers during the last decades and also the reduced costs of FTIR equipment, the use of FTIR spectroscopy has become increasingly common in several fields of gas analysis. The use of FTIR in fire research began towards the end of the 80’s. Some of the earliest work reported in this field was by Kallonen [51], Kinsella *et al.* [52] and Nyden and Babrauskas [53]. In the European SAFIR project [38] the FTIR technique was further studied and developed specifically for measurements in fire environments. SP took an active part in the SAFIR project and developed the application specifically for large-scale fire tests [54] [34].

The instrumentation used for the FTIR measurements reported in Papers I-VI and Paper X consisted of an FTIR spectrometer (*Bomem MB 100*) with a multi-pass gas cell (*Infrared Analysis M-38H-NK-AU*). The FTIR spectrometer was used with a spectral resolution of 4 cm⁻¹. The information obtained was in the wavenumber range between 4500 cm⁻¹ and 400 cm⁻¹ and was generally stored in three consecutive scans which were co-added to produce a new averaged spectrum about every fifteenth second. The gas-sampling rate was 4 l/min. A DTGS (deuterated triglycide sulphate) pyroelectric detector was used to measure the infrared beam after passing the cell. The gas cell, which had a volume of 0.922 dm³ and a path-length of 4.8 m, was heated by a cylindrical heating element to maintain a constant temperature of 150 °C. Further; the software used for collection and evaluation of the data was *GRAMS/386 v 3.01b* (*Galactic Industries Corporation*). A more detailed account of this FTIR equipment and the technique in general has been given in [55] and in [46].

The composition of the smoke gases is often very complex and changes rapidly with temperature and ventilation conditions. Hence, one needs a calibration covering a broad concentration range. Calibration is also needed for gas species not primarily quantified, but which cause spectral interference, such as water. Further, high concentrations of CO₂ are commonly found in smoke gases. The strong absorbance of CO₂ interferes with many compounds of interest. Figure 2-1 illustrates this problem, showing the absorption spectrum of water vapour and CO₂, which cover some of the spectral region of CO (and other spectral ranges of interest as well).
The FTIR instrument was calibrated for the gases shown in Table 2-2. Hence, these gases could be quantitatively determined in the fire tests reported on in Papers I-VI and Paper X. In Paper I, however, NO and NO$_2$ were measured using chemiluminescence technique [56, 57] as this provided a dedicated instrument with a lower minimum detection limit.

Table 2-2  Gases selected for quantitative calibration. Information on calibration intervals and minimum detection limit (MDL).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Lowest calibrated concentration</th>
<th>Highest calibrated concentration</th>
<th>MDL (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>1000 ppm</td>
<td>16 %</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>2000 ppm</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>8.0 %</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>0.51 %</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBr</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>10 ppm</td>
<td>2.6 %</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>10 ppm</td>
<td>0.20 %</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_3$</td>
<td>10 ppm</td>
<td>0.16 %</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>49 ppm</td>
<td>0.049 %</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>5 ppm</td>
<td>0.0050 %</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sensitivity of the measurements, using the settings of the FTIR as defined above, has been calculated for the calibrated gases. In these calculations the Minimum Detection Limit (MDL) was defined as the concentration giving an absorbance equivalent to the averaged noise signal. The MDL value is, however, a detection limit during optimal conditions and the Lower Limit of Quantification (LLQ) is in many cases a factor of 3 higher. The MDL for each gas calibrated for is listed in Table 2-2.

The method used throughout for quantitative evaluation of the smoke gas spectra, in the experimental work reported in this thesis, has been the peak-height method. The main reason for this choice has been the possibility to quickly build new calibration algorithms and the fact that the supplier of the equipment has extensive experience with this method [58]. The peak-height method was included in a study of several evaluation methods for FTIR spectra from smoke gases [39]. The different evaluation methods assessed in this study included multivariate methods such as PLS and more advanced multivariate methods. The general properties of the methods were studied and specifically, the multivariate methods and the peak-height method were compared regarding prediction of gas concentrations from smoke gas spectra. The gases studied were CO, HCl, HCN and NO. Prediction of the concentrations of these gases was made on smoke gas spectra from large-scale fire tests (tests conducted in the ISO 9705 room) using particleboard and polyurethane foam [34]. This study showed that the peak-height method gave good accuracy in the prediction of gas concentrations. There were, however, some drawbacks with this method. In the case of gas concentrations exceeding the highest calibrated concentration, or in the case of interference from an unknown component, the results from this method may be severely distorted. More seriously, no tool for indicating such distortions exists for the peak-height method. As the peak-height method lacks any warning tool, a number of spectra from each test must be manually evaluated to confirm the accuracy of the analysis. The multivariate methods also gave, in most cases, good accuracy in the prediction. An important advantage with these methods, however, is the possibility of calculating residual values, which serve as an early warning for errors in the prediction. An important disadvantage of the multivariate methods, however, is their greater sensitivity to the quality of the spectra in the calibration of the model compared to the peak-height method.

The FTIR equipment was validated for a number of different fire conditions during the SAFIR project [38]. Table 2-3 summarises these different tests. Full details of the results are not reported in this thesis. For a more detailed account of the results, see the report by Hakkarainen et al. [38].

The tests with the ISO 9705 room were conducted using comparative measurement methods. In all tests conducted in the ISO 9705 room, the sampling for the FTIR was performed in the opening of the room whereas sampling for the comparative methods was made in the smoke gas duct. The comparative methods used were: a non-dispersive IR-analyser for CO₂ and CO; absorption solutions in impinger bottles for HCl and HCN; a chemiluminescence analyser for NO and NO₂. The tests with the cone calorimeter were Round-Robin tests, in which 8 different laboratories participated.
Table 2-3  Tests conducted at SP in the SAFIR project for validation of the FTIR method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test scenario</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
<th>Measured gases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO 9705</td>
<td>Propane(^a)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CO(_2), HCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heptane(^a)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CO(_2), HCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Particle board</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CO(_2), CO, HCN, NO, NO(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FR PUR (flexible)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CO(_2), CO, HCN, HCl, NO, NO(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone calorimeter</td>
<td>Particle board</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CO(_2), CO, NO, HCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CO(_2), CO, HCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FR PUR (rigid)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CO(_2), CO, NO, HCN, HCl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) HCl was used to dope the flames to obtain a controlled concentration of HCl in the fires.

The results for CO\(_2\) as measured using the FTIR in the ISO 9705 room tests were in good agreement with the results from the comparative method. Typically the results agreed to within 10 % (relative). In the tests with propane and heptane where the fire conditions were more controlled, the results agreed within 5 %.

The tendency of HCl to deposit on surfaces in the test configuration and in the sampling equipment resulted in some problems when trying to validate the FTIR for HCl. In tests where the concentration of HCl was well above 100 ppm in the opening, the agreement with the comparative method was generally satisfactory, i.e., normally to within 10 %. In tests with low concentrations, however, the agreement was less satisfactory. The concentrations as measured with the FTIR were often twice as high as those measured with the absorption solution in the duct. The probable explanation for this phenomenon is that a certain amount of HCl was deposited on the walls of the duct, resulting in the lower concentration measured here; the problem of deposition of HCl on surfaces has previously been identified by Galloway and Hirschler [59].

The levels of HCN produced in the experiments were generally low. Keeping this in mind, an uncertainty of approximately 20 % was regarded as satisfactory. In one test, however, where the average concentration was 100 ppm, the agreement between the analysis methods was 4 %.

The average concentration of NO measured in the experiments, was between 20 and 150 ppm. In spite of these rather low concentrations, the agreement between the methods was better than 20 %. For NO\(_2\), on the other hand, the agreement was approximately 50 %, but considering the low concentrations in the fire gases (<10 ppm) these results are acceptable.

To investigate the repeatability and reproducibility of the FTIR method in conjunction with real fire tests Round-Robin (RR) tests were carried out using the cone calorimeter method, which is a well-defined small-scale fire test. The cone calori-
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Meter tests were performed according to ISO 5660-1 [60] using a heat flux level of 50 kW/m² in all tests.

The results for CO₂, CO and HCN from tests with fire retarded polyurethane foam (FR PUR), and results for HCl from the tests with PVC, are presented below to indicate the accuracy of the FTIR measurements in fire tests, and to specifically establish the accuracy for the measurements performed at SP. The results from the RR are shown in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5. The results are given as the maximum concentration measured in the tests and as the total amount produced. The results are presented as averages, together with repeatability (Sᵣ, standard deviation within laboratory) and reproducibility (Sᵣᵣ, standard deviation between laboratories). One should keep in mind that the uncertainties associated with the fire-test method itself are included in the results presented.

The results from the measurements conducted at SP are presented as the average of the three tests (m), and the standard deviation for these tests (Sᵣ). The statistical model used for the RR-results has been described by Hakkarainen et al. [38]. The outcome of the RR as a whole was considered as satisfactory. The standard deviations were as good or better, than the standard deviations found in the most common fire testing methods. Further, the SP results were within the statistical limits for all species.

| Table 2-4  RR-results from FTIR measurement on tests with FR PUR. |
|-------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Quantity   | CO₂, max (ppm)  | CO₂, total (g)   | CO, max (ppm)    | CO, total (g)    | HCN, max (ppm)   | HCN, total (g)   |
|            | RR | SP | RR | SP | RR | SP | RR | SP | RR | SP | RR | SP |
| No of results | 8×3 | 3   | 7×3  | 3 | 8×3 | 3 | 7×3 | 3 | 8×3 | 3 | 7×3 | 3 |
| Average, m | 7057 | 7700 | 23.8 | 26.2 | 365 | 389 | 1.06 | 0.91 | 40 | 29 | 0.066 | 0.056 |
| Sᵣ | 349 | 58 | 1.3 | 1.5 | 36 | 20 | 0.06 | 0.05 | 5 | 1 | 0.008 | 0.002 |
| Sᵣᵣ | 1049 | - | 72 | - | 0.36 | - | 16 | - | 0.019 | - |
| Sᵣ/m (%) | 4.9 | 0.8 | 5.4 | 5.7 | 9.9 | 5.4 | 5.4 | 4.9 | 11.7 | 3.4 | 12.2 | 2.7 |
| Sᵣᵣ/m (%) | 14.9 | - | 19.8 | - | 34 | - | 39.3 | - | 28.7 | - |

| Table 2-5  RR-results from FTIR measurement on tests with PVC. |
|-------------|------------------|------------------|
| Quantity   | HCl, max (ppm)  | HCl, total (g)   |
|            | RR  | SP | RR  | SP |
| No of results | 8×3 | 3   | 7×3 | 3 |
| Average, m | 3571 | 3217 | 17.8 | 16.9 |
| Sᵣ | 465 | 286 | 1.5 | 1.2 |
| Sᵣᵣ | 1020 | - | 4.6 | - |
| Sᵣ/m (%) | 13 | 8.9 | 8.6 | 6.8 |
| Sᵣᵣ/m (%) | 28.5 | - | 26 | - |
2.2.3 Organic compounds

Sampling and analysis of organic compounds have been conducted in many of the experimental investigations discussed in this thesis. The basic sampling method has been to accumulate the organic gas constituents on various adsorbent materials as generally outline in [61]. The Chemical Analysis department at SP has conducted all analyses of VOC compounds. External laboratories conducted the analysis of the remaining organic compounds.

Volatile organic compounds (VOC)

For the enclosure tests in Paper I, the tests in Papers IV-V, and the tests reported on in Paper X, the measurements of VOC species were conducted by adsorption of fire gases on Tenax adsorbent tubes. The definition of VOC species using this method includes a range of non-polar or slightly polar small-medium sized hydrocarbon species with a molecular weight of approximately 75-200 amu. The adsorbents were subsequently analysed by thermal desorption and high resolution gas chromatography. The separation column was split for both FID (flame ionisation detector) and MS (mass selective detector) detection. Individual species were identified from the MS data, but quantification was made from the FID data as this detection method has a wider range for linear response. Further, the total amount of VOC species was calculated by integrating the retention time-range of 8-38 min, which for aromatic substances corresponds to the molecular size of 75 to 150 amu, thereby including benzene and naphthalene. The FID detector was calibrated against toluene. A more detailed description of this method for VOC analyses can be found in Paper IV.

The VOC measurement technique for the open pool-fire experiments in Paper I was somewhat different. The sampling set-up consisted of one tube containing XAD-2 (Amberlite XAD-2 resin, suitable for higher molecular weight species), a cooled U-tube (approx. -10 °C) to condense and trap water, and one activated carbon adsorption tube cooled to -50 °C to collect lower molecular weight species. The sampling flow rate was 2 l/min. The adsorbent tubes used were not commercial ones, but designed specially for this purpose. The tubes used for XAD-2 and activated carbon, respectively, were of the same type; they were made of glass and were 150 mm in length and 24 mm in diameter. The tubes were subdivided into two parts, separated by glass wool, filled with approximately 6 g and 3 g of adsorbent material respectively, in the two layers. In the subsequent analysis of the adsorption tubes, the adsorption material was transferred to a capped bottle together with a solvent and was agitated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 - 30 min. The solvent used for XAD-2 was diethyl ether. For the activated carbon the solvent used was carbon disulfide, which has a longer retention time compared to the lighter species. The chromatographic system normally used was a gas chromatograph, equipped with a 50-m non-polar (HP-1), megabore (0.53 mm diameter), separating column. The carrier gas used was helium, and 1 µl sample was injected using an on-column injector. The system had the possibility to split the sample gas leaving the separating column to a mass selective detector (MSD) and a flame ionisation (FID) detection system, respectively.
The two strategies in sampling and analysis of VOC species both have advantages. In the method involving XAD-2 adsorbent and activated carbon, adsorption tubes with greater amounts of adsorption material were used. A relatively high sampling flow could thus be used in this case without risks for losses in the sampling. The adsorbent materials were subsequently desorbed using a solvent, which might cause problems with interference in the gas chromatographic analysis. An advantage with this desorption technique is, however, the possibility to perform multiple analyses on the same sample extract. Another advantage is the activated carbon adsorbent, which extends the range of low molecular compounds sampled. In the method using Tenax adsorbent, adsorption tubes with smaller amounts of adsorbent materials were used. In this case, a substantially lower sampling flow had to be used in order to reduce the risk of losses in the sampling. The great advantage of this type of adsorbents is, however, that they are appropriate for thermal desorption in the subsequent gas chromatographic quantification/identification step. The principal advantage is that there are no solvent dilution or interference effects. A disadvantage is that the entire sample is spent in one analysis.

Isocyanates, aminoisocyanates and amines

Isocyanate compounds (including isocyanates, aminoisocyanates and amines) were sampled using an impinger-filter sampling system. The system samples airborne isocyanates in an impinger flask containing reagent solution of DBA (Di-n-butylamine) in toluene to form specific DBA-isocyanate derivatives. A glass fibre filter with a pore size of 0.3 μm was placed in series after the impinger. It has been shown that large particles (>1.5 μm) are retained in the impinger solution, whereas smaller particles (0.01-1.5 μm) pass through the impinger solution and are collected by the filter [62]. Analyses were conducted separately for the impinger solution and the filters. LC-MS detection resulted in a highly sensitive measurement of isocyanates, equivalent to 1/2000 of the Swedish threshold limit value for toluene diisocyanate (TDI in a 5 l air sample). The analysis method was based on LC-MS technique (Liquid chromatography separation with mass spectroscopic detection) and has previously been described by Karlsson [63]. A more detailed description of the sampling and analysis of isocyanate compounds is given in Paper VI. The individual compounds analysed are shown in Table 2-6.

---

1 The Swedish (occupational exposure) threshold limit value for toluene diisocyanate (TDI) is 5 ppb (for exposure during a working day).
### Background and methods for experimental work

**Table 2-6  Isocyanate, aminoisocyanates and amines measured.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Isocyanates:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4-Toluene diisocyanate</td>
<td>2,4-TDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,6-Toluene diisocyanate</td>
<td>2,6-TDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,4-Methylenediphenyl isocyanate</td>
<td>4,4-MDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexamethyl diisocyanate</td>
<td>HDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenyl isocyanate</td>
<td>PHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl isocyanate</td>
<td>MIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl isocyanate</td>
<td>EIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propyl isocyanate</td>
<td>PIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoforon diisocyanate</td>
<td>IPDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isocyanate acid</td>
<td>ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aminoisocyanates:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4-Toluene aminoisocyanate</td>
<td>2,4-TAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,6-Toluene aminoisocyanate</td>
<td>2,6-TAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,2-Toluene aminoisocyanate</td>
<td>4,2-TAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexamethylene aminoisocyanate</td>
<td>HAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,4-Methylenediphenyl aminoisocyanate</td>
<td>4,4-MAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amines:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4-Toluenediamine</td>
<td>2,4-TDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,6-Toluenediamine</td>
<td>2,6-TDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,4-Methylenedianiline</td>
<td>4,4-MDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,6-Hexamethylenedianine</td>
<td>1,6-HDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Semi-volatile /condensed phase organics**

Organic compounds with a high boiling point tend to be adsorbed on particles in smoke gases. Hence, it is of importance that the sampling method used collects a representative sample concerning particle size distribution. This was considered in the measurement presented in this thesis (Paper IV-V and Paper X). The diameter of the sample-probe tip was, together with the sampling flow, adjusted to attain a sampling speed in the orifice of the tip that was equal to that of the gas speed in the smoke gas collector duct. In this manner iso-kinetic sampling was achieved.

Large organic compounds, such as PAHs, PCDDs/PCDFs and PBDDs/PBDFs, were collected using a large sampling-volume system. The sampling system consisted of a heated glass fibre filter, a water-cooled condenser with a condensate bottle, and a large adsorbent cartridge containing XAD-2. The sampling system is described in detail in Paper IV. This type of sampling system is commonly used in Scandinavia and is in close agreement with what is recommended in EN 1948 [64] for sampling of PAHs and PCDDs/PCDFs. The difference to the EN 1948 standard is that an
adsorbent cartridge is used to replace the impinger bottles that are described in the standard.

The analysis methodology used for the larger hydrocarbons was in all cases based on high-resolution gas chromatography (HRGC) and mass fragmentography (MS). The extraction and analysis methods used are described in detail in Paper IV.

2.2.4 Light extinction

The smoke gases from a fire contain particles resulting in visual obscuration that may impair the ability of victims to escape from the fire. The smoke properties that are of importance for assessment of visual obscuration are light extinction and visibility. A short definition of important properties and dependencies will be given here, for a full account of the topic see, e.g., the review of Mulholland [65].

The smoke property normally measured is the light extinction coefficient \( \mathcal{K} \). Measurements of \( \mathcal{K} \) are based on the Bouguer’s law, which gives a relation for the intensity of the incident monochromatic light, \( I_0(\lambda) \), of a wavelength \( \lambda \) and the intensity of the light, \( I(\lambda) \), transmitted through a path length \( L \) through the smoke, i.e.:

\[
I(\lambda)/I_0(\lambda) = e^{-\mathcal{K}L}
\]  

(2.13)

The smoke production rate (SPR) is the quantity often used in standard fire testing. Results from measurements of SPR in fire tests with cables are discussed in Section 3.1.2. SPR is the product of the light extinction coefficient \( \mathcal{K} \) and the volume flow in the smoke gas duct for the measurement. The unit of SPR is m\(^2\)/s. The total smoke production (TSP) in a test is expressed as:

\[
TSP = \int_0^t SPR \, dt
\]  

(2.14)

2.2.5 Particles

Detailed characterisation of fire-generated particles has been conducted in fire tests of different scales. The most thorough investigation was made in a series of cone calorimeter tests (Paper VII). Further, measurements were made in an enclosure test with a sofa (Paper VII) and a full-scale test with a car (Paper X). The characterisation of particles was made using low-pressure cascade impactor technique. Mass size distributions and particle number concentrations were obtained by using a DLPI (Dekati Low-Pressure Impactor) for the measurements in Paper VII and the more advanced ELPI (Electrical Low-Pressure Impactor) for the measurements in Paper X.

In a cascade impactor, particles are separated according to their “aerodynamic size”. The term aerodynamic size is used in order to provide a simple means of categorizing the sizes of particles having different shapes and densities with a single dimension. The aerodynamic diameter of an arbitrary particle is equal to the diameter of a spherical particle having a density of 1 gm/cm\(^3\) that has the same inertial proper-
ties in the gas as the particle of interest. The aerodynamic diameter for particles greater than 0.5 micrometer can be approximated using the following equation [66]:

\[ d_{pa} = d_{ps} \sqrt{\rho_p} \] 

(2.15)

\( d_{pa} \) = Aerodynamic particle diameter.
\( d_{ps} \) = Stokes diameter\(^1\).
\( \rho_p \) = Particle density.

In a cascade impactor the sampled aerosol stream is directed against a flat plate through an input nozzle. An advanced cascade impactor, such as a low-pressure impactor, consists of several such impaction plates with nozzles of gradually decreasing diameters. At each stage, the output stream is forced to make a 90-degree bend, which is the basic mechanism for separation of particles in size-classes according to their aerodynamic diameter. In the output stream, particles with inertia higher than a certain limiting value can not follow the 90-degree bend of the gas stream, and therefore impact on the next collection plate. The gradually decreased diameter of the nozzle at each subsequent stage increase the velocity of the incoming aerosol and smaller sized particles impact and are captured. The reduced pressure at which a low-pressure impactor operates enables higher gas velocities and makes classification of smaller particle sizes possible. A schematic representation of the principle for a multi stage cascade impactor is shown in Figure 2-2.

![Schematic figure of the principle of a cascade impactor.](image)

Figure 2-2  Schematic figure of the principle of a cascade impactor.

The stages of an impactor is characterised by their cut-off sizes. The cut-off size (\( D_{50\%} \)) is related to the Stokes number (i.e. particle inertia) that gives 50 % collection efficiency, i.e., an impactor plate does not have perfect collection characteristics, and thus some under-sized particles are collected and some over-sized particles are admitted to the next plate. As some larger particles escape the designated plate and

---

\(^1\) The Stokes diameter for a particle is the diameter of a sphere that has the same density and settling velocity as the particle. The concept is based on the aerodynamic drag force caused by the difference in velocity of the particle and the surrounding fluid.
are collected on the following plate, the geometric mean diameter \( (D_i) \) is commonly used as an alternative description of collector plates. The geometric mean diameter is calculated as the square root of the product of the cut-off size of the stage in question and the cut-off size of the next higher size (the geometric mean is defined as the \( N \)th root of the product of \( N \) values \([68]\)). The DLPI and the ELPI used, resolve particle size distribution with 13 channels with the cut-of sizes shown in Table 2-7. Particles larger than 12 µm and 10 µm, respectively, will be captured in the first stage. If there is a risk for “overloading” of large particles a pre-cyclone, is used. The measurements reported on in Paper VII and Paper X were made without pretreatment with a cyclone.

A measurement with the DLPI gives average data over the sampling period. The particles in the sampled aerosol are collected on the pre-weighted impactor plates, and the sampled mass distribution within the 13 size ranges is then determined gravimetrically after the test. The ELPI, however, determines the particle number concentrations continuously. The sampled particles are charged in the instrument’s Corona charger before reaching the electrically isolated collector stages of the low-pressure impactor. The charged particles are continuously quantified at each stage by a sensitive multi-channel electrometer.

Particle number distribution, respective particle mass distribution, is calculated by assuming an aerodynamic particle diameter, \( i.e. \) a spherical particle with a density of 1 g/cm\(^3\), having the same terminal velocity as the particles studied. For both instruments, greased \( Al\)-foil was mounted on the collector plates. Grease was used to avoid bouncing of particles. Details of the measurements with the DLPI can be found in Paper VII, and similarly, for the ELPI in Paper X.

Table 2-7  Data on impactor stages for DLPI and ELPI. Cut-off diameters are denoted by \( D_{50\%} \) and geometric mean diameters by \( D_i \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DLPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{50%} ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>12.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_i ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{50%} ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_i ) (µm)</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) The DLPI was heated to 150°C to avoid condensation, and the cut-off sizes refer to this temperature.

\(^{b}\) The ELPI is always run at room temperature with a two-step ejector dilution system. The cut-off sizes refer to room temperature (20°C).
Results and discussion of experimental work

3.1 Inorganic gases

Measurement of inorganic gaseous compounds using FTIR has been included in all experimental work reported in the papers appended to this thesis. Measurement of these compounds from fires is important as they constitute a large part of the smoke gas composition. This class of compounds further includes \( \text{e.g. CO, HCN and HCl,} \) compounds that are a direct threat to people trying to escape from a fire. Selected experimental results from measurements in large-scale fire tests are discussed in the following sections.

3.1.1 Production as a function of ventilation

The trends in the production of some inorganic gaseous compounds found from three different large-scale experimental series are discussed in this section. The data was collected in two EU-sponsored research project: COMBUSTION [69] and TOXFIRE [28], in which the emissions from warehouse fires were investigated. The role of SP in both projects was to conduct large-scale indoor combustion experiments. The experimental series included: large open pool fires [31, 57], pool fires placed in the ISO 9705 room [56], and a large test enclosure (LTE) where the fuel in most experiments was placed in a rack, \( \text{i.e.} \) in a storage configuration [70]. The overall ventilation conditions for the combustion were measured using a Phi-meter in the enclosure experiments (see Section 2.1.2). The large open pool fires were run in the COMBUSTION project and included tests with polystyrene (fire retarded and non-fire retarded), PVC, polypropylene, Nylon-66 and chlorobenzene. The enclosure fires were run in the TOXFIRE project. Polypropylene, Nylon-66 and chlorobenzene were tested in this project, as well as two crystalline materials: tetramethylthiuram monosulphide (TMTM) and 4-chloro-3-nitrobenzoic acid. The materials or fuels chosen for the experiments were selected to represent materials that could be found in substantial quantities in warehouses and to achieve a reasonable complexity in the smoke gas chemistry.

Detailed information on the experimental configurations and on the fuels included in the combustion experiments can be found in Paper I where the results of these experimental series are discussed and compared.

Important knowledge gained from these experiments included the production behaviour of different fire gases in large-scale fires under different ventilation conditions. It is also of interest to compare the gas production between different large-scale configurations. Only selected results from the large database of experimental results will be discussed here, to highlight major findings.

In a comparison of results from different test configurations, production rates or yields are preferred over concentrations, as concentrations are dependent on the dilution of the system.
Yield ($Y_i$) is here defined as the mass of the species $i$ produced ($m_i$) divided by the consumed mass of the fuel ($m_{fuel}$):

$$Y_i = \frac{m_i}{m_{fuel}}$$

(3.1)

In the experimental series with open pool fires, most of the data collected were averaged over the whole test period. Further, no information is available on the exact ventilation conditions during these tests. To make a coarse comparison with the test series where the ventilation conditions were measured, an average of the total yields for the open pool fire experiments was calculated for each substance (number of tests $\geq 2$). A selection of these averaged yields is included in some of the figures shown below (Figure 3-1, Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6). In these figures, the yields for the open pool fires are shown as dashed lines. The dashed lines cover the range of $\phi$-values from 0 to 1.0 to indicate that the exact ventilation condition is unknown, but that a reasonable assumption concerning the actual ventilation condition is that the tests were well-ventilated, i.e. had a global equivalence ratio below 1.

In order to evaluate yields at different equivalence ratios for the ISO room experiments, where the $\phi$-value often varied within the same test, it was necessary to select short time periods within any given test with different $\phi$-values and calculate yields for these periods. It would have been useful to have long periods of time as a basis for these investigations, to minimise the influence of noise: however, an advantage with the actual situation is that several values of the equivalence ratio could be seen in the same test, and thereby increased the total number of useful data points. In the figures below these data points are connected to show the trends within individual tests.

The experiments in the large test enclosure (LTE) where the fuels were placed in a storage configuration often showed steady state conditions. In these experiments one extended period was chosen for the calculation of yields. An exception was the experiment with Nylon 66, which showed two distinct steady state periods. Both of these periods were chosen for the calculation of yields. An uncertainty in the yields calculated for the storage configuration tests is that a load cell could not be used. Hence, the mass loss in the storage configuration tests had to be estimated. The mass loss was calculated from the heat release rate using the approximation that the combustion efficiency was 0.60 [71] in all three cases. However, pool fire tests were run within the larger test enclosure with two of the substances, polypropylene and chlorobenzene. In these test a load cell was used and mass loss data is available.

The production of CO as a function of the equivalence ratio is shown in Figure 3-1 for Nylon 66. The dependence of CO on the prevailing equivalence ratio was found to follow that which has previously been shown by e.g. Woolley and Fardell [72] and Gottuk [73]. When the oxygen available for the combustion reactions decreases, the production of CO increases. This behaviour of CO production was also clearly seen for polypropylene, and the yields were comparable with those found for Nylon 66. In the tests with chlorobenzene the same trend was seen. However, for this substance less experimental data was available due to problems in the sampling. Notably, the CO yields from chlorobenzene were twice as high as that seen in the experiments.
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with Nylon 66 and polypropylene, irrespective of the ventilation conditions. For TMTM, the picture was not as clear. Firstly, the CO measurements conducted in the opening with the FTIR contained severe interference from spectral overlap from COS (carbonyl sulphide), and no data on CO in the opening was available for equivalence ratios higher than 1. Secondly, the results from the CO measurements performed in the duct were very scattered and did not agree well with the measurements in the door for lower equivalence ratios. The overall tendency, although not conclusive, was that the CO production measured in the opening increased with a higher equivalence ratio, but decreased at very high equivalence ratios as measured in the duct.

![Figure 3-1 Nylon 66: yield of CO versus φ. (ISO 9705 room tests: -o-; storage configuration tests in the LTE: •; open pool fire tests: ---)](image)

The production levels in the different test scenarios were in good agreement for Nylon 66 and chlorobenzene, which can be seen in Figure 3-1 for Nylon 66. For polypropylene and TMTM, on the other hand, considerably higher yields of CO were found in the storage configuration tests. Actually, an apparent displacement of the yield in the more well-ventilated direction for the storage configuration tests was found for all compounds in the tests with PP (see Paper I, Figure 5a and Figure 6a) and also for the tests with TMTM. A possible explanation is that even though oxygen is present in excess inside the large volume of the room, oxygen may not have been available in the immediate vicinity of the fire, i.e., there may have been insufficient turbulence for effective mixing of the gases, or alternatively a too rapid a drop in the fire gas temperature to complete the combustion. The indication of locally under-ventilated conditions is supported by the formation of significant amounts of carbonyl sulphide, COS, in the storage configuration test with TMTM, together with seemingly high CO and THC (total hydrocarbon) yields. Formation of COS was observed for TMTM in the ISO room for under-ventilated conditions only.

The end products measured from the nitrogen containing fuels investigated were strongly dependent on the degree of ventilation. In the case of well-ventilated conditions, NOX were the primary nitrogen containing combustion products, with NO as the major product, i.e., only small amounts of NO2 were produced. The production of NOX from TMTM is shown in Figure 3-2. The results from the tests in the ISO 9705 room with TMTM clearly illustrate the dependence of the NOX
production on the equivalence ratio. A similarly dependence was also seen for Nylon 66. The yields were, however, approximately a factor 2 lower for Nylon 66 (although Nylon 66 has nitrogen content in the same order of that of TMTM). In one of the ISO 9705 room tests with Nylon 66, however, irregular behaviour of the NOX production could be observed (see Paper I, Figure 7a). This may have been an effect of temperature, as in this test significantly higher temperatures were attained (100-200 K higher). One should note that no information is available on the actual flame temperatures; only gas temperatures were measured.

![Figure 3-2](image)

**Figure 3-2** Tetramethylthiuram monosulphide (TMTM): yield of NOX versus φ.
(ISO 9705 room tests: -o-; storage configuration tests in the LTE: •)

At lower temperatures NO is exclusively produced by the fuel-NO mechanism, which is only slightly temperature dependent [74], but at higher temperatures additional NO may be produced through other mechanisms. Possible mechanisms are the thermal-NO (Zeldovich-NO) mechanism and the prompt-NO (Fenimore-NO) mechanism.

![Figure 3-3](image)

**Figure 3-3** Schematic of the prompt NOX mechanism [41].

The thermal mechanism forms NO from ambient nitrogen and is only significant at temperatures above 1500 °C [41], while the prompt mechanism is active at lower temperatures and has its maximum at fuel-rich conditions. Due to the high temperature required for the thermal-NO mechanism, it is not expected to be important in the cases studied here.

The fuel-NO and the prompt-NO mechanisms are closely coupled in their reaction path; HCN is a primary intermediate species in both mechanisms (cf. Figure 3-3 and
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In fact, the HCN yield in the Nylon 66 experiment that showed an irregular NO\textsubscript{X} production was considerably lower compared to the HCN yields normally found from Nylon 66.

Figure 3-4) Reaction scheme for fuel nitrogen [75].

Further, low concentrations of nitrogen oxides were actually found in the tests with polypropylene and chlorobenzene, substances that contain no nitrogen. Hence, this must have been nitrogen oxides produced most probably by the prompt mechanism.

In both tests with TMTM and Nylon 66, the results from the storage configuration test correlate well with those from the ISO 9705 room and with what would be expected from the dependence on the degree of ventilation. The NO\textsubscript{X} results from the open pool fire experiments with Nylon 66 were, however, significantly higher than that found from the enclosure experiments. This might have been an effect of higher combustion temperatures in the open pool fire experiments, and further, the composition of the Nylon 66 used in both test series was not exactly the same. This is discussed in greater detail in Paper I.

At higher equivalence ratios the production of nitrogen oxides decreased. Instead, nitrogen-containing species such as HCN and NH\textsubscript{3} were produced, which can be seen in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 for Nylon 66. These trends in production were also typical for TMTM. The maximum yields found for HCN were, however, approximately twice as high for TMTM. As the nitrogen content is approximately the same for the two substances, the higher yields seen from TMTM were probably due to the higher equivalence ratios reached in these tests. The maximum yields found for NH\textsubscript{3}, on the other hand, were approximately equal to what was found for Nylon 66. The production of HCN predominately during conditions of high temperatures and low oxygen concentrations has been reported earlier from tests in the small scale [16, 17].
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In summary, the production of the nitrogen-containing fire gases studied (NOx, HCN and NH3) exhibits a minimum at an equivalence ratio between 0.6 and 0.8. At this equivalence ratio the fuel nitrogen is predominately converted to molecular nitrogen. The production pattern with a minimum close to an equivalence ratio of unity is typical for combustion of fuel-nitrogen, and has been shown previously [74].

The production of SO2 in the tests with TMTM was strongly ventilation dependent (see Figure 3-7). At an equivalence ratio close to one, almost all sulphur was converted to SO2. At equivalence ratios above one the production of SO2 decreases, which indicates the production of other sulphur-containing species. In fact, at vitiated conditions, a substantial production of COS was found. Additional sulphur containing species were also searched for, e.g. H2S and CS2, but none of these species could be identified from the FTIR spectra.
No conclusive study could be made of the dependence of the production of HCl on the equivalence ratio, as the data from the tests was limited. It was found, however, that the production of HCl from chlorobenzene in the enclosure experiments was lower than expected. The yields of HCl from these tests, both in the ISO 9705 room scale and the LTE, were approximately 50% of the nominal maximum yield. This is in contrast with the yields found in the open pool fire experiments, which were close to 100%. The most probable explanation is absorption of HCl on the walls of the test enclosure. It has previously been demonstrated by Galloway and Hirschler [59], that significant amounts of HCl readily adsorb on many types of common interior surfaces. One additional explanation involves the energy needed to break the carbon-chlorine bond [76]. This rate-limiting step in the production of HCl is exponentially dependent on the flame temperature. The bond dissociating energy for the carbon-chlorine bond in chlorobenzene is rather high. Higher flame temperatures are needed for significant production of HCl in the combustion of chlorobenzene compared to e.g. PVC, which has a lower bond dissociating energy. Hence, a difference in flame temperatures between the two test series could have contributed to the differences in the HCl yields.

Additional chlorine-containing species were also studied. Specifically, COCl₂ was searched for in the FTIR spectra, but this compound could not be identified. Further, in some of the tests with chlorobenzene, sampling with bubbler absorbers containing As₂O₃ solution was conducted for measurement of Cl₂. However, no Cl₂ was detected in any of these tests.

The main findings from the large-scale ventilation-controlled experiments with bulk chemicals and polymers where that:

- For a number of fire gases there is a strong dependence of the production on the equivalence ratio of the combustion.
- The type of fire scenario (in this work: open pool fires, the ISO room, a larger test enclosure with a storage configuration) does not alter the outcome of the combustion significantly, for a given level of ventilation.
The same materials as those included in the large-scale enclosure experiments discussed above, were also tested in smaller scale experiments, including tubular furnace tests, cone calorimeter tests and tests in a 1/3 ISO room scale [28]. A comparison of the results from the various scales showed good qualitative agreement and satisfactory quantitative agreement between the scales [77]. It was further found that apart from GER, parameters such as temperature and residence time were important for the outcome of the combustion.

### 3.1.2 Toxic gases from cable fires

The production of inorganic compounds from fires with pure materials or chemicals was discussed in the previous section. In most cases, however, fires involve several different materials, or products composed of different materials. Electrical cables are an example of products that contain several different combustible materials. Cables are often composed of several conductors, each surrounded by an electrically insulating polymer (insulation). The conductors, together with a filler material\(^1\), are encapsulated by another polymeric material (sheath). The sheathing material has often better fire resistance properties compared to the insulation, as the sheath is the material first exposed to external heat. To protect the cable, a layer of metal (armour) is sometimes placed between the outer sheathing material and the insulated conductors.

Fire tests of cables have traditionally concentrated on measurement of damaged length or the resistance to a small flame. As the use of cables has expanded in society, the necessity to have more detailed information about the fire behaviour of modern cables has increased. The need for more sophisticated test methods including parameters such as ignition behaviour, heat-release rate, smoke production and the production of toxic gases was addressed in the EU-sponsored FIPEC project [33]. Measurements of smoke gas composition using FTIR were made in 45 real-scale tests at SP. These tests included medium voltage-, low voltage (LV)-, data-, telephone-, coaxial-, optical cables and wires. The cables tested were selected after a review of European cable installations.

Results of the smoke gas analysis from fires tests with PVC cables within the FIPEC-project are discussed in Paper II. Cables with two types of sheathing materials were tested, cables with normal PVC sheathings and cables with a PVC sheathing modified to achieve reduced fire propagation (RPPVC). One of the conclusions from this paper was that RPPVC consistently delays ignition and the subsequent production of toxic species, and lowers the heat release rate. Although the production of HCl is delayed, the amount produced is equivalent from comparable PVC and RPPVC sheathed cables. The delay is, however, gained at the cost of producing larger amounts of incomplete combustion products such as CO and smoke.

The yields of HCl and CO found from PVC based LV cables have been calculated and are presented in Figure 3-8. The results from all PVC based cables tested in a vertical position (see Paper II, page 2) are presented in the figure. This includes the first eight cables listed in Table 1 in Paper II, and two additional LV cables. Seven of

\(^1\) The filler material could be a combustible polymer or alternatively a non-combustible material. The filler can have a flame retarded effect, e.g. ATH (aluminium trihydrate) or magnesium hydroxide.
the ten tested cables required a raised burner heat output from the initial 40 kW to 100 kW for self sustaining upward flame spread. Only one cable (cable no.7) showed self sustaining flame spread at the lower burner level. Two cables (no.4 and no.8) showed better fire resistance, and required a burner heat output of 300 kW for sustained flame spread. The results presented in Figure 3-8 show that the yields of HCl and CO are of the same order in almost all cases for individual cables. The only exception is cable no.7, which had a very fast flame spread, for which the yield of HCl is twice that of CO. Another observation that can be made is that the highest yields of HCl are almost exclusively found from the cables with RPPVC as sheathing material. Although the numbers of tests are limited, the results indicate that the chlorine in PVC cables entails quantitative production of CO, and further, that flame resistance modified PVC increases the total yields of both HCl and CO.

![Figure 3-8 Total yields of HCl and CO from fire tests with low voltage (LV) PVC-type electrical cables.](image)

Eight different halogen free LV cables were also included in the test series. These cables all had EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) as sheathing material and insulation material made of XLPE (cross-linked polyethylene) or (in two cases) EPR (ethylene propylene rubber). The fire performance of these halogen free cables was comparable with that of the PVC based cables tested (i.e. the majority of the cables required 100 kW burner output for sustained flame spread). The yield of smoke (here the quotient of TSP, see Section 2.2.4, and the total mass-loss) has been plotted versus the yield of CO in Figure 3-9 for all LV cable tested.
A number of conclusions can be drawn from Figure 3-9:

- There is a clear correlation between the yield of CO and the yield of smoke for both PVC-cables and halogen free cables, although the correlation is clearer for the PVC-cables.
- PVC-based cables produce, as a group, considerable higher yields of both CO and smoke compared to halogen free cables.
- RPPVC (i.e. flame retarded modified PVC cables) is the group of cables producing the highest yields of both smoke and CO.

The results show that the emissions of inorganic gases from PVC-based cables, and especially RPPVC cables, are more severe compared to the emissions from halogen free cables. This is true for a fire load resulting in flame spread along the cable. The benefit of RPPVC is, of course, improved ignition behaviour for avoidance of self sustaining flame spread, and thus the avoidance of resulting emissions. However, for higher fire loads the emissions from these cables are far higher compared to the halogen free cables and most normal PVC cables tested.

![Figure 3-9 Smoke yield versus the yield of CO for PVC-type and halogen free low voltage (LV) electrical cables.](image)

There are higher fire requirements on cables for installations in critical areas, e.g. plenum type cables for installation above a ventilated suspended ceiling. The type of materials used for such applications are commonly fluoropolymers or modified PVC.

---

1 In the US “plenum cables” are required to comply with the test provisions of NFPA 262. In Europe electrical cables are not allowed to be installed in ventilated areas.
Combustion of fluoropolymers results in the production of hydrogen fluoride (HF), which is an irritant gas (see Section 4.2.1). In the FIPEC test series only one fluoropolymer cable was included, a PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) sheathed wire that was tested in the vertical test set-up. This product showed very good fire resistance and did not give any self propagating flame spread even at the highest burner load (300 kW). The production rates of CO and hydrogen fluoride (HF) together with the HRR (including the output from the burner) from this test are shown in Figure 3-10. As can be seen from the figure, only a small amount of material was combusted after each increase of the burner output (the peak in HRR that after a few minutes levels out to the HRR-level of the burner). Carbon monoxide was produced at each of these peaks in HRR, but there was no production of HF measured until the last (highest) burner level, where a rather low production of HF was measured.

![Figure 3-10](image)

Figure 3-10  Wire with PVDF sheathing (FIPEC cable no.35) tested in a vertical scenario in the FIPEC project [33].

It was obvious from this test with a fluoropolymer cable, that substantial emission of HF from cable fires would require other conditions than high performance cables as the combustible load only. In previous large scale fire tests with fluoropolymer cables, Clarke et al. [78] assessed the smoke toxicity by animal exposure and chemical analysis. In these tests a large wood crib or diesel fuel was used as an exposure fire.

In real installations different types of cables are in many cases mixed. In such a scenario less fire resistant cables could act as a support fuel for fire resistant fluoropolymer cables. The fire behaviour and gas production from a mixed cable installation within a confined space was studied in Paper III. The installation
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contained both less fire resistant cables and high performance cables. The cable with
the highest fire performance was a data cable with a fire retarded PVC sheath and
FEP (tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoro propylvinyl ether copolymer) insulation. The
tests series included tests where the cables were mounted horizontally and tests with
vertical mounting. Forced ventilation was applied and varied between the tests to
study the influence of ventilation on flame spread and subsequent gas production.
Detailed information on the test arrangement and the types of cables in the
installation is given in Paper III and in the project report [32].

It was found from these tests that HF is produced in substantial amounts from a
mixed installation scenario containing a fluoropolymer cable, when a less fire
resistant cable acts as the initial fire load and promotes the flame spread. It was
further found that forced ventilation has a major influence on the flame spread and
gas production in a confined installation. Examples from this test series are given in
Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11  (a) Pyrolysed length (lower ladder) and HRR in tests H2 and H5.
(b) Production rate of CO and HF in tests H2 and H5.

The graphs show results from two tests with the horizontal test set-up. In test H2
there was no forced ventilation, whereas in test H5 there was forced ventilation
applied, giving an air velocity of ~1.75 m/s along the cables. The resulting flame
spread and HRR can be seen in Figure 3-11a, and the production of CO and HF is
shown in Figure 3-11b (also HCl was produced, cf. Paper III). The resulting flame
spread and accompanying gas production increased strongly with forced ventilation.
In test H5, more than 1 g/s HF was produced as a maximum, resulting in a
concentration close to 500 ppm in the diluted smoke gases in the exhaust duct. The
measured production of HF in this test corresponded to a yield of 0.23 g/g, which
means that approximately 1/3 of the fluorine in the cable material was found as HF at
the sampling point. The remaining 2/3 of the fluorine may have existed as other
fluorinated compounds or been attributed to losses of HF in the test enclosure and in
the smoke extraction system. Clarke et al. [78] found a total fluorine recovery of 1/3
in their tests. But this included possible hydrolysable compounds such as carbonyl
fluoride (COF₂) measured as fluoride, and also organic degradation products. The
organic degradation products constituted in fact 50% of their total measured fluorine recovery.

COF$_2$ was actually identified in the smoke gases from the tests with the mixed cable installation. COF$_2$ is an irritant gas with effects on eyes, skin, mucous membranes and the respiratory system. No quantitative information has been found on the incapacitating or toxic effects on human, but animal tests have shown that the LC$_{50}$ of COF$_2$ for rats is approximately a third of the LC$_{50}$ of HF [79]. COF$_2$ has previously been found in the smoke gases from fire suppression tests using halon replacements [80].

Only a qualitative evaluation of the COF$_2$ production (Paper III, p.8) was possible as no calibration data was available for the FTIR. COF$_2$ was identified from the C-O stretch giving strong absorbance at 1929 cm$^{-1}$ in the FTIR spectrum [81]. A FTIR spectrum from test H5 is shown in Figure 3-12 where the spectral features of COF$_2$, HF, HCl, CO and CO$_2$ can be identified.

![Figure 3-12 FTIR spectrum from test H5 at 6.3 min (water is subtracted). The concentration of HF was quantified to 470 ppm.](image)

It was thus shown that fires in installations with mixed types of cables produce substantial amounts of HF from high performance cables. It was further shown that the smoke gases from such fires can contain COF$_2$. 


3.2 Organic compounds

Detailed quantitative measurements of organic decomposition products have been made in several of the test-series that form a basis for this thesis. Most of these tests were large- or full-scale fire tests. These types of measurements have been scarce in fire research and most data published previously originates from small-scale testing or is of a qualitative nature.

The ineffective combustion in a fire produces a multitude of different organic compounds in varying quantities, depending on the fuel and the combustion conditions. Paabo and Levin [82] have e.g. shown that more than 150 different organic smoke gas constituents have been reported in the literature from combustion of the simple polymer polyethylene alone. It is, therefore, not practically possible to characterise all the different compounds that may be formed. Instead one must select sampling/measurement methods (see Section 2.2.3) suitable for the specific groups of compounds that are of interest in each individual case (fire). Thus the results regarding some significant groups of organic compounds are presented and analyzed in the following sub-sections.

3.2.1 Volatile organics

Volatile organic compounds (VOC)

This group of organics includes a very large and varied number of compounds. Even though that the production of species containing hetero atoms (e.g. nitrogen, sulfur, and halogens) are governed by the fuel composition, the main volatile organic constituents are very much the same from different fuels. For example, a literature review of reported combustion products from mainly small-scale tests with seven different plastics showed that benzene was found in the combustion atmospheres from six of these plastics, and that it would be extremely likely that the seventh plastic would also generate benzene [83].

In Paper I where pure fuels were combusted in different large-scale test set-ups it was shown that the presence of hetero atoms in the fuel composition had a clear influence on the production pattern, but also that some species seemed to be generic for all of the fuels. Benzene was a principal smoke gas component for all fuels, irrespective of whether the fuel was aromatic or aliphatic. Toluene and naphthalene (a volatile PAH compound) were other frequently occurring species.

More authentic fire scenarios were replicated in Paper V (room fires) and Paper X (automobile fire). Results from the VOC analyses (see Section 2.2.3) from these experiments together with the results from a more recent series of room fires conducted at SP are given in Table 3-1. The test set-up, including the fuel load, for the three new room tests were the same as in the room tests described in Paper V. The combustible item varied in these tests was the sofa, which was of “Swedish type” in Room 3 (i.e. contained no flame retardants), contained phosphor based flame retardants in Room 4, and contained brominated flame retardants in Room 5. These new room tests have been described in detail by Andersson et al. [36] [84].
The compounds captured in the largest amounts by Tenax adsorbent sampling in these fires are listed in Table 3-1. It is evident that benzene is the principal volatile organic smoke gas constituent even in authentic real-scale fires. The results from real-scale fires with TV-sets reported on in Paper IV further corroborate this observation.

Naphthalene, which is a volatile polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), was found in high concentrations from all fires. Note that naphthalene is captured by the Tenax adsorbent sampling technique and thus is a volatile organic, but as a PAH compound, it is also included in the analysis of this specific group of organics. Other volatile organics of generic character are toluene, phenol and styrene. The structures of these arenes, together with benzene, are shown in Figure 3-13. These compounds contribute to the toxic/irritant quality of smoke gas atmospheres. Especially phenol could be important, being an irritant of irritant potency comparable to HCl and HF (cf. Section 4.2.1).
Similarly, the total yields of VOC species from these fires are of the same magnitude, although the yield from the car fire is somewhat higher compared to the room fire yields, which are internally consistent. The total yields from the TV-sets reported on in Paper IV are, however, considerably higher. The main combustible material in the TV-sets was the polystyrene enclosure material. In the case of the US TV the polystyrene casing also contained a brominated flame retardant, which explains the high production of VOCs for this specific case.

It can thus be concluded that benzene is the dominating volatile organic smoke gas constituent in fires. Benzene is stable in the smoke gases due to its aromatic structure. The presence of benzene in fire gases is significant from two different aspects. First, benzene as such is a harmful substance that can cause cancer after recurrent exposure [85]. Second, benzene acts as a precursor in PAH and soot formation [41]. The mechanism of benzene formation in combustion has been the object of some debate. Two main types of pathways have been proposed: (1) the addition of acetylene to C4 radicals, with subsequent cyclization to form benzene, and (2) the self-combination of resonantly stabilized radicals, such as propargyl radicals [86]. Indeed, depending on the initial structure of the fuel either mechanism could dominate and suffice to produce this ubiquitous molecule.

Isocyanates, aminoisocyanates and amines

Isocyanates are characterized by their reactive -N=C=O group. They are used in large volumes in the manufacturing of polyurethanes (PUR) and, e.g., two-component adhesives and lacquers. The adverse health effects of isocyanates have been in focus regarding the occupational hazard to workers exposed to these compounds. Isocyanates have been classified as the most important group of reactive low-molecular chemicals that are reported to cause asthma and hypersensitivity in the airways [87]. Some isocyanate compounds, TDI and MDI, have been shown to induce cancer in test animals and being genotoxic (see Table 2-6 for abbreviations of isocyanates). TDI is labelled as a carcinogen in Sweden [88]. There is at present, however, not enough clinical data [87] for a balanced toxicity assessment of each individual isocyanate compound.

1 The weakly bounded proton on the carbon next to the triple bound in an alkyne is called a propargylic proton. Propargyl radical: H$_2$C=C=CH.
The occupational exposure limits (OEL) for isocyanates are very low. In Sweden, the limiting value for a working day is 5 ppb and that for a 15 min exposure 10 ppb. These limiting values apply at present to all isocyanate compounds. The limiting values have, however, been under revision. New limit values will come into force for isocyanates in the end of year 2005. The new limiting values for diisocyanate compounds (e.g. TDI, MDI) are 2 ppm and 5 ppm, respectively, and for mono-isocyanates (e.g. MIC, ICA), 10 ppm and 20 ppm, respectively.

Isocyanates have very low limiting values for creating direct life threatening conditions. NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) provide immediately dangerous to life or health air concentration values, IDLHs, based on 30 min exposure of 2.5 ppm for 2,4-TDI and 3.0 ppm for methyl isocyanate (MIC) [89]. For comparison, the IDLH for HCl, a more well-known irritant, is 50 ppm [89].

There is some data in the literature on sensory and pulmonary irritation in humans for specific isocyanates. TDI causes severe sensory irritancy at a concentration of 1.0 ppm [2]. MIC showed no irritation at a concentration of 0.4 ppm, tear flow, irritation of eyes, nose and throat at 2 ppm, severe irritation of mucous membranes at 4 ppm, and unendurable irritation at a concentration of 21 ppm [87].

Aminoisocyanates and amines are compounds related to isocyanates in their chemical structure and effect. The group of amines contains compounds, some of which are irritant, acute toxic, cause allergic reactions, or are carcinogenic [90]. In Sweden, e.g., 2, 4-toluenediamine is classified as a toxic irritant that can cause cancer [88].

![Figure 3-14](image)

Figure 3-14 Structure formulas for a diisocyanate; 2,6-toluene diisocyanate, a mono-isocyanate; isocyanate acid, and an aminoisocyanate; 2,4-toluene aminoisocyanate.

There is not much published data available on the combustion related emissions of isocyanates from fires. Previous studies have been more focused on the emissions from thermal heating of materials without the occurrence of flaming combustion. One study, however, measured the emissions from outdoor training of firemen, including the burning and extinction of cars and containers clad with particleboard [91]. Isocyanates were found in the surrounding atmosphere from both of these types of training activities. Interestingly, air samples taken at rather remote locations from the fire site showed measurable concentrations of isocyanates. In another investigation of the toxic risks from fires, isocyanates were detected in tubular furnace tests at 300°C and 600°C with glass wool and mineral wool, and at 600°C with poly-isocyanurate foam [92]. Another series of studies are those of Marlair et al. [93, 94],...
where the ignition risks and toxic gas formation from fires with pure industrial isocyanate compounds were investigated. Isocyanates were, in these studies, mainly found during the fire development phase, whereas hydrogen cyanide was found from fully developed fires.

The results from measurements of isocyanates in a series of small-scale combustion experiments with the cone calorimeter [60], and one full-scale test in the room-corner enclosure [95] are presented in Paper VI. Twenty four different materials and products were investigated in the small-scale experiments (Table 1, Paper VI). An upholstered sofa was burnt in the large-scale experiment. The amounts of isocyanates, aminoisocyanates and amines produced from these materials were quantified; both compounds in the gas phase and in parts of the particle phase. The experimental conditions for these tests are also described in Paper VI. Further, isocyanate compounds were measured during sprinkler tests with PUR mattresses (Paper VI) and in a full-scale fire test with an automobile (Paper X).

Isocyanates were found in the cone calorimeter tests from all materials that can be identified as nitrogen containing. In several cases monoisocyanates such as ICA dominated. Somewhat unexpectedly, however, isocyanates were also found from cables and from e.g. a bitumen roofing material and a PVC-carpet. These products obviously had components that contained nitrogen.

Amines and aminoisocyanates were generally found in very low concentrations or not detected, with the exception of the PUR foam products, which produced significant amounts of these compounds.

Isocyanates were further found in the particle phase for some of the products tested. Especially wood showed an enrichment of isocyanate in the particle phase. The highest yields of isocyanates, of all materials tested, were from glass- and mineral wool products. These products did not show flaming combustion in the cone calorimeter tests, but pyrolysed with the production of visible smoke. The types of isocyanates found were principally ICA and MIC (monoisocyanates). The binder in these materials is often cured phenol-formaldehyde-urea (PFU) that preferably dissociates to isocyanates if heated. The findings of high concentrations of ICA and MIC correlate well with what has previously been reported from work environment related heating tests with mineral wool using a tube furnace [96]. In these tests up to 5% of the total mass was emitted as ICA and 1% as MIC, depending on the amount of PFU binder. In the cone calorimeter tests of Paper VI with mineral wool, approximately 3% of the total mass was emitted as ICA and 0.5% as MIC. The yields from the glass wool were, however, significantly higher, 6.8% for ICA and 1.4% for MIC.

The polyurethane products tested in the cone calorimeter were degraded under flaming combustion conditions. High concentrations of isocyanates were found from these products, which could be expected considering their chemical structure. Polyurethanes are produced by reacting isocyanates with a polyol, such as polyether or polyester, to form a flexible or a rigid polymeric product. TDI is used for the production of flexible PUR foam, elastomers and coatings, while pMDI (pre-polymerised methylenediphenyl isocyanate) is typically used for the production of rigid PUR foam. PIR foam is an improved type of rigid PUR.
The results from the measurements of isocyanates in the cone calorimeter tests with PUR products are shown in Figure 3-15. Both rigid PUR and PIR predominately emitted ICA and PHI (monoisocyanates); only low amounts of MDI were found. ICA can be considered as the “final” breakdown product of the isocyanates in the polyurethane chain structure. PHI may be an intermediate product from the breakdown of MDI, but PHI is also found as an impurity in technical grade MDI. A more varied mix of isocyanates was found from the flexible PUR foam, where ICA, 2,4-TDI and 2,6-TDI were found in the highest amounts. This makes sense as TDI is used for the production of flexible PUR foams. Significant amounts of amines and aminoisocyanates were additionally found for the PUR products (Figure 7, Paper VI).

![Figure 3-15](image)

Figure 3-15  Yields of isocyanates from PUR products combusted under flaming conditions in the cone calorimeter (logarithmic scale on y-axis).

Thus, it has been shown conclusively that significant amounts of isocyanate compounds are produced and escape from the hot zone in flaming combustion of a wide range of materials in a small-scale test. It is also important to establish if these emissions are found from real products under more realistic fire conditions. Indeed isocyanates have also been found in the smoke gases from an upholstered sofa burning within a room, from burning PUR mattresses that were extinguished with water in sprinkler tests, and from a burning automobile.

In the case of the automobile, it was possible to quantify the yield of the isocyanate emissions. The yield found from the real-scale automobile fire was 0.24 mg/g, which is a rather high yield compared with, e.g., the 0.87 mg/g that was found from flexible PUR in the cone calorimeter. Traces of isocyanate metabolites were further found in the urine of a person working in the vicinity of the full-scale test where PUR mattresses were burnt, which shows that exposure to this type of smoke gases might lead to bodily uptake.
3.2.2 Semi-volatile/condensed phase organics

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and dibenzo-p-dioxins/furans, the latter often referred to as “dioxins”, are two groups of semi-volatile/condensed phase organic compounds that have been analysed in several of the fire tests that form the basis of this thesis. Both PAHs and dioxins are, to a varying degree, chemically stable compounds and lipophilic in nature. They are available for bioaccumulation (especially dioxins which are highly persistent compounds), and exhibit a range of toxic effects, of which carcinogenicity is the most significant. Both groups consist of a large number of individual compounds (congeners), for which the toxicity varies widely.

Typically, for groups of structurally related compounds the toxicity of individual congeners is related to a well-studied reference compound to generate Toxic Equivalence Factors (TEFs) on the basis of shared characteristics [97].

When the measured endpoint in a toxicity assay is positively related to toxicity, then:

\[ TEF_i = \frac{\text{endpoint congener } i}{\text{endpoint reference compound}}. \]  

(3.2)

The toxic equivalency (TEQ), i.e. the total toxic potency, of a mixture of congeners can thus be expressed as:

\[ TEQ = \sum_i \{\text{congener}_i \times TEF_i\}. \]  

(3.3)

The results from measurements of PAHs and dioxins in fire gases are given in the following sections. Background information on these compounds and comparisons with emissions from other combustion sources are further included.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are defined as being comprised of two or more joined aromatic rings. The toxicity of individual PAHs varies widely, and a range of non-cancer and cancer effects have been demonstrated [97]. The PAH that has been investigated the most is benzo(a)pyrene (BaP). BaP is metabolised to oxygenated forms that act as a carcinogen in the body [98]. The chemical structure of BaP and other PAHs can be found in Table 3-2.

Systems for toxicity ranking of PAH congeners have been proposed, in which BaP normally has a TEF of 1.0. Many of these systems are based on dose-response modelling of cancer potencies, i.e., only the cancer effect is addressed using such models. The applications of TEF-models for PAHs have been reviewed by Delistraty [97], who concludes that TEF-models are applicable as useful tools in risk assessments of complex mixtures of PAHs. There is at present, however, no general consensus on a single toxicity ranking systems for PAHs. One model often referred to, however, is that of Nisbet and LaGoy [99], in which individual PAHs are assigned TEFs which have been rounded to the nearest order of magnitude to avoid overstating the precision [100]. The model of Nisbet and LaGoy is used in this thesis.
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to coarsely assess the toxicity (i.e. the cancer potential) of mixtures of PAH compounds.

TEF values together with additional information on chemical structure and cancer classifications are given in Table 3-2 for the individual PAH congeners that have been measured in this work.

Table 3-2  Information on chemical structure, cancer classification and TEFs for individual PAHs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAH</th>
<th>amu</th>
<th>Structure formulaᵃ</th>
<th>Classificationᵇ</th>
<th>TEFᶜ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene</td>
<td>128</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acenaphthalene</td>
<td>152</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acenaphthene</td>
<td>154</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorene</td>
<td>166</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenanthrene</td>
<td>178</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracene</td>
<td>178</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoranthene</td>
<td>202</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrene</td>
<td>202</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(a)fluorene</td>
<td>216</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(b)fluorene</td>
<td>216</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benz(a)anthracene</td>
<td>228</td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysene</td>
<td>228</td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAH</th>
<th>amu</th>
<th>Structure formula</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>TEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(b)fluoranthene</td>
<td>252</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 2B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(k)fluoranthene</td>
<td>252</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 2B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(e)pyrene</td>
<td>252</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(a)pyrene</td>
<td>252</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 2A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perylene</td>
<td>252</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene</td>
<td>276</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 2B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(g,h,i)perylene</td>
<td>276</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: D</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibenz(a,h)anthracene</td>
<td>278</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: B2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 2A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronene</td>
<td>300</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>USEPA: N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IARC: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Chemical structures of PAHs were gratefully reproduced from NIST Special Publication 922 on-line internet site.

*b USEPA, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [101]: B2-Probable human carcinogen; D-Not classifiable.


*c TEFs from Nisbet and LaGoy [99].

*d A TEF of 1 is appropriate for high doses whereas a TEF of 5 is recommended for environmental exposures [99].

N/A: No information available.

PAHs can be formed directly from saturated hydrocarbons in vitiated combustion atmospheres. Low molecular mass hydrocarbons act as precursors in the pyrosynthesis of PAH compounds that take place at temperatures above 500°C. The tendency for fuels to form PAH via pyrosynthesis varies depending on the structure.
of the basic organic fuel. While all organic fuels can form PAH, the greatest yields are obtained from aromatic fuels followed by cyclic aliphatics, olefins and paraffins, in decreasing order of magnitude. Thermal break-down of heavier hydrocarbons through pyrolysis is another path to form small unstable precursor compound for PAH synthesis [98].

Lemieux et al. [103] have recently published a comprehensive review on the emissions of organic air toxics from “open burning”, including data on PAH emissions. The review presents detailed quantitative data on PAHs from e.g. burning of crops, land clearing debris, yard waste, liquid fuels, household waste, scrap tires, and automobile shredder residue. The data is, however, not consistence in the range of PAH reported, and Lemieux et al. further report that there is a lack of quantitative data from accidental fires, including structural fires, landfill fires and vehicle fires.

Detailed quantitative analysis of PAHs in smoke gases were made in the fire tests reported on in Paper IV (TV-sets), Paper V (room fires) and Paper X (automobile fire). The total yields from these fire tests, together with data from the more recent series of room tests [36] [84], are given in Table 3-3. The results are further expressed as BaP-TEQ, using the model of Nisbet and LaGoy with a TEF of 5.0 for dibenz(a,h)anthracene, and with a “toxicity index” calculated as the quotient of respective BaP-TEQ and yield. The toxicity index is introduced here to facilitate an assessment of the toxic quality of the smoke gases, i.e. to compare the toxicity from fires with a difference in produced yields. The distribution of individual PAH compounds are shown in Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17.

Table 3-3  Total PAH yields and BaP-TEQ for full-scale fire tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fire test</th>
<th>Yield PAH (g/kg)</th>
<th>BaP-TEQ (g/kg)</th>
<th>Toxicity index&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room (average)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nFR-TV</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-TV</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Toxicity index from the quotient of BaP-TEQ and PAH yield.

Recall that all six room fires were conducted with approximately the same fuel-load, <i>i.e.</i> the same general type and weight of furniture, TV etc. The difference, apart from the first item ignited, which varied, was the fire resistance/material composition of the TV and the sofa. A TV (FR-TV) with a HIPS (high impact polystyrene) housing containing decabromodiphenylether (deca-BDE) was included in room test 2,
whereas the TV in all other room test was non-fire retarded (nFR-TV). In room tests 1-4 the sofa included had a non-fire retarded upholstering and covering. In room test 5 the covering was impregnated with a phosphorous based flame retardant, in room test 6 the flame retardant for the covering was bromine based. The upholstering (PUR) in both of these two sofas contained a phosphorous based flame retardant. The individual room fires showed a similar fire development. After a growth phase that varied in time dependent on the item ignited and random effects, the HRR in all cases raised to a level of about 4000 kW.

The yields of total PAH are of the same order of magnitude for the individual room fires as can be seen from Table 3-3, although there is some individual variation. It is not possible to attribute these differences in yields to any specific item included in the fuel load, e.g. the FR-TV or the FR sofas. A more plausible explanation for the variations in PAH yields is differences in fire development between the individual room tests. It is rather interesting to note that the toxicity index calculated for the tests are all are very similar. This shows that the composition of the PAH mixture produced from these fires all resembled each other very much. This is certainly the case as can be seen from Figure 3-16. Low molecular weight PAHs, mainly naphthalene, are quantitatively dominating the congener mix in all cases, but also more toxic PAHs as benzo(a)pyrene and dibenz(a,h)anthracene are present, although in much lower quantities.

![Figure 3-16 Relative distribution of PAH congeners in room fires.](image)
The results from the room tests are compared with the emissions from the fires with single TV-sets and the automobile fire in Table 3-3. It can be noted that a fire with a mixture of material as in the case of the automobile fire, gives a yield of PAH similar to that from room tests. The toxicity index for the automobile fire is further comparable to that from room tests, with a similarity in the PAH congener distribution and thus toxicity, which can be seen from Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18, respectively.

The yields of PAH from the two single TV fires are significantly higher, but perhaps more important is that the toxicity indexes are higher, especially for the FR-TV. The difference in PAH congener distribution and the impact from this in toxicity can be seen from Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18, respectively. The high yields of PAH from the TV-sets can most likely be attributed to the composition of the housing materials which was HIPS (a plastic with an aromatic backbone, cf. the discussion on PAH formation above) for both TVs. The HIPS was compounded with deca-BDE for the FR-TV, which interferes in the combustion process and obviously enhances the production, as well as the toxicity, of PAHs.

![Relative distribution of PAH congeners in full-scale fire tests.](image-url)
A selection of PAH yields from other combustion sources than accidental fires (or simulation of such fires) are given in Table 3-4. Johansson et al. [104] have recently presented results from measurements on the emissions from various residential combustion devices. Unfortunately, only total PAH emissions are presented in this reference. As there was no detailed information on the congener composition, it has not been possible to calculate BaP-TEQ for this data. Information was, however, given in the article that PAH from biofuel combustion consisted, in average, of 70% naphthalene, phenanthrene, fluoranthene, pyrene and acenaphthalene, i.e., a composition similar to that from the real-scale fire experiments (cf. Figure 3-17).

Table 3-4 Examples of total PAH yields for residential combustion devices and total PAH yields and BaP-TEQ for open burning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Yield PAH (g/kg)</th>
<th>BaP-TEQ (g/kg)</th>
<th>Toxicity index&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential combustion devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old wood boiler</td>
<td>0.3 - 1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern wood boiler</td>
<td>0.004 - 0.6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellet boiler/burner</td>
<td>0.002 - 0.01 (0.16)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil burner</td>
<td>0.0003 - 0.007</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open burning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrap tires</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.14&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile shredder residues</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.050&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household waste</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.0034&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Toxicity index from the quotient of BaP-TEQ and PAH yield.
<sup>b</sup> PAH yields have been calculated from the original data that was expressed as mg/MJ. The calculations are based on heating values of respective fuel and dry fuel weight.
<sup>c</sup> BaP-TEQ have been calculated according to the model of Nisbet and LaGoy. N/A: No information available.

It can be seen that the PAH emissions from residential combustion devices often are much lower than the emissions from fires (i.e. the results given in Table 3-3). This is to be expected, but note that both modern and old residential wood burners, during unfavourable conditions, can produce PAH emissions of the same order of magnitude as that from e.g. a room fire. A great variation (almost 3 order of magnitude) in PAH emission have also been shown for biomass-fired moving grate boilers (thermal capacity of ~1 MW) [105].

The yields of PAH from open burning presented in Table 3-4 is generally in the same order of magnitude as those from the real-scale fire experiments. The exception is the two order of magnitude lower data from open combustion of household waste. These results are, however, from a series of burning tests using a 200 L steel-drum with ventilation holes close to the base of the drum [106]. This combustion device may have increased the combustion efficiency, and caused a lower PAH yield compared to e.g. a fire with the same fuel at a landfill. It is worth noting that the toxicity index for the open burning of scrap tires and automobile shredder residues are comparable...
to those from room fires and an automobile fire, whereas that from the burning of household waste (in a drum) is twice as high (i.e. a more toxic mix of PAHs are produced).

The relative BaP-TEQ for open burning are presented in Figure 3-18 together with the data for the real-scale fire tests. The figure illustrates that there are a few medium-high molecular weight PAHs that give the greatest contribution to the toxicity of the PAH mixture produced from fires, benzo(a)pyrene and dibenz(a,h)-anthracene giving the greatest contribution.

![Figure 3-18 Relative distribution of PAH congeners expressed as BaP-TEQ for various fires.](image-url)
It has thus been shown from real-scale fire experiments that:

- Room fires with a mix of material normally found in residences, produce a total yield of PAH around 1 g/kg.
- A total yield of the same magnitude was found from a simulated automobile fire.
- The distribution of individual PAHs (and thus the toxicity) was very similar for room fires and the automobile fire (both fires with a mix of materials).
- Specific materials can produce an order of magnitude higher total PAH yields, and a more toxic mixture of PAHs, e.g. fires with TV-sets (especially a TV with Deca-BDE fire-retarded HIPS housing).
- The distribution of individual PAHs was generally, for all real-scale fires, quantitatively dominated by low molecular mass PAHs, whereas a few medium-high PAHs were most important for the toxicity of the PAH mixture.

In comparison with other combustion sources it was shown that:

- Fires normally produce order of magnitudes higher yields compared to e.g. residential combustion devices.
- Accidental fires give total PAH yields of the same order of magnitude as those from open burning of e.g. scrap tires and automobile shredder residues.
- The relative distribution of individual PAHs, which determines the toxicity of the PAH mix, was similar for accidental fires and open burning, in that principally benzo(a)pyrene and dibenz(a,h)anthracene accounted for the toxicity.

*Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans*

Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and dibenzofurans (PCDFs) are two closely related groups of compounds that often are referred to as dioxins. They share a common basic molecular structure comprised of two aromatic rings, joined by two ether-bridges in the case of PCDDs; and by one ether-bridge and one carbon-carbon bond in a heterocyclic arrangement in the case of PCDFs. Both types of compounds can be substituted with up to eight chlorine atoms, and are thus divided into eight homologue groups (homologues are substituted with the same numbers of chlorine atoms, but at different positions). This results in 75 individual PCDD and 135 PCDF congeners. The basic molecular structures of PCDDs and PCDFs are shown in Figure 3-19 together with the molecular structure of the highly toxic 2,3,7,8 tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD).
The difference in molecular structure between dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans may seem small, but has implication for molecular stability. While the heterocyclic bridge in the dibenzofuran molecule results in a closed shell of delocalized electrons and thus fulfils the Hückels rule for aromaticity, the ether-bridges in a dibenzo-p-dioxin do not. Dibenzofurans are thus defined as aromatic molecules, and are much more stable than dibenzo-p-dioxins.

The most notable individual dioxin congener is 2,3,7,8-TCDD, which is thermally stable, has a high degree of chemically stability, and is poorly biodegradable [98]. This compound has proven to be very toxic, with effects including dermal toxicity, immunotoxicity, reproductive effects and teratogenicity (i.e. disturbance of the development of an embryo or fetus), endocrine disruption and carcinogenicity [107].

All of the effects of dioxins which have been examined involve interaction with a specific cellular protein known as the Ah, or dioxin, receptor. This interaction is necessary, but not sufficient, to bring about responses. 2,3,7,8-TCDD is considered the prototype for a class of compounds, the polyhalogenated aromatic hydrocarbons (PHAHs). These chemicals include dibenzo-p-dioxins, dibenzofurans, but also, e.g., biphenyls and naphthalenes which are halogenated in the four lateral positions. The halogens can be either chlorine and/or bromine atoms. In addition to the lateral halogenation, the 2,3,7,8-TCDD-like PHAHs must be able to assume a planar conformation in order to bind tightly to the Ah receptor [108]. Thus, all PCDDs (7 pcs.) and PCDFs (10 pcs.) with chlorine substituted at positions 2, 3, 7 and 8, are toxic with characteristics resembling those of 2,3,7,8-TCDD.

These 17 congeners are usually summed (referred to as TCDD-TEQ) using weights according to the relative toxicity of the individual chemicals. In this sum 2,3,7,8-TCDD is used as the reference compound, and each other member of the group is

---

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin

Figure 3-19 General structure of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (the numbering convention of the different positions is shown) and the specific structure of 2,3,7,8 tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin.
assigned a toxic equivalency factor (TEF) that describes the toxicity of the species relative to that of 2,3,7,8-TCDD (see the general discussion of TEF-models in the beginning of this section). TEFs for dioxins are based on data from various toxicity assays. The largest data base, however, involves studies of the affinity for binding to the Ah receptor [108].

Some common schemes that can be found in the literature are the TEFs according to the Eadon model [109], the Nordic model [110], the International model [111] and the more recent WHO model [107]. The TEFs proposed by these models are given in Table 3-5. A problem with the existence of several TEF-models is that the TCDD-equivalents found in the literature cannot always be converted to a common basis regarding TEFs, as details regarding the individual congeners are not always reported. The most recent TEF-model (WHO TEFs) has been used for calculations of TCDD-TEQs in this thesis.

Table 3-5  TEF-models for toxicity weighting of mixtures of dioxins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2,3,7,8-substituted PCDD/F congeners</th>
<th>Eadon TEFs</th>
<th>Nordic TEFs</th>
<th>International TEFs</th>
<th>WHO TEFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dibenzo-p-dioxins:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,3,7,8-TetraCDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,7,8-PentaCDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,6,7,8-HexaCDD</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,7,8,9-HexaCDD</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,4,7,8-HexaCDD</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HeptaCDD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OctaCDD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibenzoofurans:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,3,7,8-TetraCDF</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,7,8-PentaCDF</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,3,4,7,8-PentaCDF</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,6,7,8-HexaCDF</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,7,8,9-HexaCDF</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,4,7,8-HexaCDF</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,3,4,6,7,8-HexaCDF</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HeptaCDF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3,4,7,8,9-HeptaCDF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OctaCDF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traces of dioxins can be found throughout our ecosystem. In contrast to certain environmental toxins like polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and certain polychlorinated pesticides like DDT, dioxins have never been produced as an industrial end-product. This group of chemicals is, instead, produced as a bi-product of certain industrial processes and through incomplete combustion.
Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/Fs) can be formed in combustion atmospheres when carbon, hydrogen and chlorine are present. There are two major formation routes: (1) homogeneous vapour phase formation (primary formation), critical temperature range 500-800°C, and (2) heterogeneous solid phase formation (secondary formation), 200-400°C [112]. Homogeneous formation of PCDDs/Fs is mainly related to precursor compound reactions, whereas heterogeneous formation has two main mechanisms, one of which is formation from precursors and the other de novo formation from elemental carbon [112]. The presence of a metal catalyst, prominently Cu, is important in heterogeneous formation. The temperature window between 250 and 400°C has been identified as the most important for PCDD/F formation in flue gases from combustion devices, and the importance of chlorination/de-chlorination reactions in the low temperature range has further been observed [113]. Other factors of importance for TCDD/F formation in combustion include: the residence time, combustion conditions (equivalence ratio), particle concentration and presence of chlorine.

The coupling between the chlorine content of the fuel and the resulting PCDD/F production has been debated. It appears, however, that the chlorine content is of greatest importance at higher chlorine levels, while at lower chlorine levels, combustion conditions are more important. Wikström [113] has e.g. shown from tests in a laboratory scale fluidized bed reactor that the chlorine content was of importance only at chlorine levels above ~1 wt-%. At lower levels no influence was seen of the chlorine content, but a clear correlation was seen between the combustion conditions and the PCDD/F production. At poor combustion conditions a ten-fold increase in production was seen. Gullet et al. [114] saw influences both from the level of chlorine content in the fuel and from the combustion conditions in open barrel burning of household waste (cf. Table 3-7).

Relevant quantitative analytical results (i.e. yields) for PCDD/Fs from accidental fires or large-scale fire tests are scarce. Lemieux et al. note that this type of data is very limited or non-existent for all types of open combustion [103]. Most publications report more qualitative results, e.g. concentrations found in soot samples taken at fire sites [115] [116], or the concentrations in the smoke gases from, e.g. simulated house fires [117], landfill fires [118], vehicle fires [119], with no or limited information on the total production. Some quantitative results from large-scale fire tests have, however, been reported, e.g., by Vikelsøe and Johansen from the burnings of chemicals [120] and by Andersson et al. from cable fires [121].

Detailed quantitative analysis of PCDD/Fs was made in the full-scale fire tests discussed in the previous section regarding PAHs. Additionally, brominated dioxins (PBDD/Fs) were analysed in the fire tests with TV-sets and in all six room tests.

The results for PCDD/Fs are presented in Table 3-6. The results are presented as total yields of all dioxin homologues, yields of all (17 pcs.) 2,3,7,8- substituted dioxin congeners and as TCDD-equivalents calculated by the WHO TEF-model. Also here, a “toxicity index” has been calculated for each fire test to facilitate a quick assessment of the toxic quality of the congener mix.
The results for the room tests show a rather high relative variation between the individual tests. These results can, however, be considered to be of the same order of magnitude relative to the results from the other full-scale fires which are significantly higher.

Table 3-6  Quantitative PCDD/F results from full-scale fire tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fire test</th>
<th>Yield all dioxin homologues (µg/kg)</th>
<th>Yield 2,3,7,8-substituted dioxin congeners (µg/kg)</th>
<th>TCDD-TEQ(^a) (µg/kg)</th>
<th>Toxicity index(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room 1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nFR-TV</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-TV</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) TCDD-TEQ calculated according to the WHO-model [107].

\(^b\) Toxicity index from the quotient of TCDD-TEQ and 2,3,7,8-congener yield.

An explanation of the large difference in yields between, e.g., a room fire and the automobile fire (mixed fuel in both cases) includes an element of speculation as not all facts on fuel composition and combustion conditions are at hand. One could, however, suppose that the chlorine content of the fuel was higher in case of the automobile, as much of the combustible material in an automobile contains chlorine. Thermal breakdown of PCDD/Fs would also be more effective in the case of a room fire. The temperature of the upper smoke gas layer in the room exceeded 800\(^\circ\) during the period of the tests where most fuel was combusted, and thermal breakdown of formed PCDDs/Fs was thus possible [112].

The exceptionally high yield of chlorinated dioxins from the FR-TV is notable. The high toxicity index in Table 3-6 further indicates that the 2,3,7,8-substituted congener mix contains an unusually high proportion of high-TEF congeners. It seems possible that the action of the brominated flame retardant (deca-BDE) in the FR-TV promoted formation of chlorinated dioxins; simply by decreasing the combustion efficiency or by other more elaborate mechanisms. It has been seen in pilot scale incinerator experiments that the co-combustion of brominated compounds with a chlorine-containing fuel shifts the homologue distribution of PCDD/Fs towards higher chlorinated species. An increase in the total production of PCDD/F has, however, not been seen as a result of the presence of bromine in the fuel mix [122] [123]. Söderström and Marklund [122] suggest, however, that the presence of Br\(_2\) in the gas phase may generate Cl-radicals from Cl\(_2\). This reaction would be an extra source of Cl-radicals (the active Cl-species in the gas phase) which could increase the production of PCDD/F.
Results and discussion of experimental work

The high PCDD/F yields from the fire with the single FR-TV, however, were not seen in the results from the room test that contained the same type of TV (Room 2). The total amount of PCDD/F from open combustion of one FR-TV would give 6.5 kg × 10 µg/kg = 65 µg TCDD-equivalents, whereas room test 2 only gave an (approximate) total production of 553 kg × 0.9i × 0.013 µg/kg = 6.5 µg TCDD-equivalents. This corroborates the hypothesis that the conditions in the room tests might have promoted thermal breakdown of PCDD/F, and that the combustion conditions are important for PCDD/F formation in fires.

The yields of PCDD/F from other combustion sources are given in Table 3-7 to set the results from the fire tests into perspective. Results on the emissions from residential pellets boilers (4 measurements) and MSW biofuel boilers (3 different boilers) have recently been included in a report from the Swedish Environmental Agency (SRV) [124]. The measured emissions were very low. Emission levels above the detection limit of the analytical method were found in only one case: a pellet boiler. This result from residential combustion of wood pellets (with no flue gas cleaning) is in line with the emission factor for wood/biomass combustion that previously has been estimated by Thomas and Spiro [125]. In contrast, Carroll [126] has estimated a broad range for the emission factor for wood, but he has included a wide variety of source data, from industrial combustion devices to the burning of demolition scrap.

Table 3-7  Yields of PCDD/F from various combustion sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>TCDD-TEQ(^a) (µg/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential pellet boilers(^b) [124]</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 - 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSW biofuel boilers(^b) (flue gas cleaned) [124]</td>
<td>&lt;0.00002 - &lt;0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood(^c) [126]</td>
<td>0.0008 - 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood/biomass combustion [125]</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC(^c) [126]</td>
<td>0.003 - 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open burning of household waste(^d) [114]</td>
<td>0.014; 0.079; 0.20; 4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) [124] reported data in WHO-TEQ. The data in [126] was reported as I-TEQ, whereas [125] and [114] reported data as TEQ.

\(^b\) TCDD-TEQ yields have been calculated from the original data that was expressed as mg/MJ. The calculations are based on heating values of respective fuel and dry fuel weight.

\(^c\) Ash reminder are included in these results.

\(^d\) Averages from burnings with household waste containing 0%, 0.2%, 1.0% respective 7.5% PVC.

The results from the room tests (Table 3-6) varied between 0.002-0.03 µg TCDD-TEQ/kg, with the lower limit corresponding to the value estimated for un-cleaned wood combustion, and with the higher limit corresponding to the lower span for open burning of household waste. The results from the real-scale fires with the automobile and the two types of TV-sets are high in comparison with the literature data presented in Table 3-7. The results from the FR-TV (10 µg TCDD-TEQ/kg) is actually higher than what have been reported for combustion of PVC and open burning of household waste with a high percentage of PVC.

\(^i\) A combustion efficiency of 90% was assumed for the room tests.
The homologue profiles from the fire tests are shown in Figure 3-20. It can be seen that PCDFs dominate over PCDDs in all cases. Most abundant are the tetra-substituted furans, with a decrease in abundance for higher homologue series in a step-wise fashion. The relative distribution in the homologue series for PCDDs is more random, both between the individual room tests, and for the other real-scale fire tests.

The relative distribution in the PCDF homologue series and the dominance of PCDFs over PCDDs shown here for fires, is also typical of MSW (Municipal Solid Waste) combustion. This was *e.g.* shown by Wikström from results of 35 flue gas samples from MSW combustion and measurements in a lab reactor [113]. A similar trend in homologue distribution was further seen in the room fires by Ruokojärvi *et al.* [117]. It is interesting to note that Ruokojärvi *et al.* could not link the presence of PVC in two of their room fires to any significant increase in measured PCDD/F concentrations.

![Figure 3-20 Homologue profiles for PCDD/Fs measured in real-scale fire tests.](image)

The results from the fire tests expressed as relative TCDD-TEQ are shown in Figure 3-21. It is apparent that the congeners most responsible for the toxicity are 2,3,4,7,8-PnCDF and/or 1,2,3,7,8-PnCDD, but there is no common pattern *e.g.* for the room tests. Although tetra- and penta-CDD homologues are present in significant amounts for the FR-TV (Figure 3-20) there were in fact no 2,3,7,8-CDD congeners found at all from this product, and the toxicity is completely dominated by 2,3,4,7,8-PnCDF.
In summary it was seen in the real-scale fire experiments that:

- PCDD/Fs are produced from room fires in yields ranging from those reported for wood combustion up to those reported for open burning of household waste.

- Free-burning objects such as TV-sets and automobiles produce considerably higher yields than enclosure fires.

- The production of PCDD/Fs seems to be very dependent on the combustion conditions, as was shown e.g. by the results from free-burning FR-TV set vs. that from a room fire with the same type of TV.

- The homologue profile distribution was similar for all fire tests, with PCDFs dominating strongly over PCDDs. The homologue profile distribution for the fire tests was similar to that often seen from controlled combustion sources.

- Two specific PCDD/F congeners, 2,3,4,7,8-PnCDF and/or 1,2,3,7,8-PnCDD made up for most of the toxicity in the fire tests.
Polybrominated dibenzop-dioxins and dibenzofurans

Polybrominated dioxins (PBDD/Fs) were analysed in the fire tests with TV-sets and in the room tests, as noted above. The group of PBDD/Fs consists of the same number of congeners as their chlorinated counterpart, but PBDD/Fs have different behaviour due to the bromine atom being larger than chlorine and the lower bond strength of the carbon-bromine bond. Although limited, the knowledge of the health effect of PBDD/Fs indicate that these compounds have similar biological properties (including toxicity) as their chlorinated relatives [127].

Combustion of materials treated with brominated flame retardants (Br-FRs) is one potential source of emissions of PBDD/Fs [127]. In the fire experiments described in this thesis the FR-TV contained deca-BDE in the housing material and TBBPA in the printed circuit boards. The sofa included in room test 6 had a covering treated with a brominated flame retardant, presumably deca-BDE. The molecular structures of these compounds are shown in Figure 3-22. It is not difficult to imagine that, in particular, deca-BDE can act as a precursor in PBDD/F formation.

![Molecular structures of decabromodiphenylether (deca-BDE) and tetrabromobisphenol-A (TBBPA).](image)

Previous work has shown that combustion involving Br-FRs can lead to the formation of PBDD/Fs. Buser [128] showed in micro-scale experiments with technical poly-BDE (PBDE) compounds that large fractions of the PBDE were recovered as PBDD/Fs during thermal degradation at 630°C. Luijk et al. [129] made similar experiments with pure PBDEs and found PBDD/F production with decreasing yields from Pn-BDE to deca-BDE. They further studied the influence of the HIPS polymer matrix in a HIPS/deca-BDE/Sb2O3 system, and found that this matrix shifted the optimal PBDF formation temperature from 600°C to the HIPS depolymerization temperature (350-400°C), favoured the formation of PBDFs, and further increased the total yield of PBDFs with a factor 7 (a maximum yield of \(1.5 \times 10^6\) µg/kg PBDFs relative to polymer sample was found). Ebert and Bahadir [130] have reviewed published experimental data on PBDD/F production from thermal degradation (>300°C) of HIPS/deca-BDE/Sb2O3 and found yields (on polymer basis) between \(1.5 \times 10^6\) - \(150 \times 10^6\) µg/kg.
Similarly, Weber and Kuch [131] have recently reviewed the formation of PBDD/Fs from thermal degradation of Br-FRs. This review (and also that by Ebert and Bahadir) shows that conditions of incomplete combustion of Br-FRs (especially PBDEs), i.e. conditions that occurs during a fire, can lead to the formation of considerable amounts of PBDD/Fs. The primary formation pathway under insufficient combustion conditions is most likely that from precursor compounds (i.e. degradation products of PBDEs). However, the less stable bromine-carbon bond in brominated aromatics leads to a rapid decomposition of PBDEs at high temperatures, and thus to a reduced amount of precursors during such conditions [131].

High concentrations of PBDD/Fs have been found in fire residues after accidental fires in private residences. Zelinski et al. [132] investigated three different accidental fires and found brominated substances in most samples. The fire residues from a TV gave the highest concentrations of PBDD/Fs. Söderström and Marklund [133] investigated a private residence after a TV and VCR fire and analysed wipe samples and ash samples. Both type of samples contained chloro-, chlorobromo- and bromodioxins.

Quantitative data on PBDD/Fs formation from real-scale fires involving products treated with brominated flame retardants are scarce. Fabarius et al. [134] conducted fire experiments with FR (penta-BDE) TV-sets by burning them in a barrel and sampling the smoke gases at the top. They did find PBDD/Fs in the smoke, but they report their results as concentrations rather than yields.

The results from the measurements in stand-alone tests with the FR-TV and the deca-BDE treated sofa (a sofa similar to that included in room test 6) are presented in Figure 3-23.

It is important to recognize that the test conditions for the FR-TV required an ignition source (30 kW) in contact with the TV during the complete test; the TV self-extinguished if the ignition source was removed (cf. Paper IV). Only half of the combustible material (the total amount was 6.5 kg) of the TV was combusted during the test. The total content of deca-BDE in the TV can be approximated to 0.5 kg. For the sofa test, the same type of burner was applied during the first third of the test, after that the sofa burned freely. The weight of the sofa was 59 kg of which approximately 90% was combusted during the test. The covering of the sofa was impregnated with 0.53 kg of a Br-FR/Sb formulation. The chemical composition of the formulation was propriarity and is not fully known, but available information indicated that the Br-FR was deca-BDE. Information on the sofa test can be found in [84] and in more detail in the project report [36].
In the FR-TV test the total amounts of both PBDF homologues and individual PBDD/F congeners was analysed. High concentrations of PBDFs were found, but only one PBDD congener (HxBDE) was detected (in low concentrations). The total yields of PBDF homologues was ~0.8×10^6 µg/kg, i.e. almost as much as previously have been seen from small-scale thermal degradation experiments [130]. The yield of individual PBDD/Fs found was 68×10^3 µg/kg.

Individual PBDD/F congeners were analysed in the sofa fire, and only PBDFs were found. A yield of individual PBDFs of 5×10^3 µg/kg was found from the sofa. The yield from the sofa was, however, calculated from the total weight-loss of the sofa, recalculating the yield on basis of the treated covering material only, would give a yield of ~80×10^3 µg/kg, i.e. close to the yield of individual PBDD/Fs found from the deca-BDE treated TV.

TBDD-TEQs have been calculated for the PBDD/Fs in line with what is standard procedure for PCDD/Fs. This is based on the assumption that the toxicity of brominated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans is the same as that for the chlorinated relatives. Although a very crude assessment of the toxicity, the resulting 4.7×10^3 µg WHO-TEQ/kg for the FR-TV, and 0.12×10^3 µg WHO-TEQ/kg for the sofa (yield based on sofa) are very high in comparison with data on TCDD/F formation in fires (cf. Table 3-6) and from other combustion sources (cf. Table 3-7).
One can note that residuals of the flame retardant deca-BDE were found in the smoke gases from both tests; $8.1 \times 10^3 \mu g/kg$ from the FR-TV and $67 \times 10^3 \mu g/kg$ from the sofa. Degradation products of deca-BDE (tetra-hexa brominated BDEs) were analysed in the case of the sofa fire and were found in amounts approximately 1000 times less compared to deca-BDE.

The results from analysis of individual PBDD/F congeners in the room tests are compiled in Figure 3-24. The results from these tests were rather inconsistent in that PBDD/Fs were found in all tests, even those that did not contain a Br-FR object. One of the highest yields was, e.g., found in room test 4 that contained a non-fire retarded sofa. In most tests only one or two different congeners were found, and detectable amounts of individual congeners were also found in blank samples taken during the two measurements series. One explanation for the occurrence of PBDD/Fs in the room fires that did not contain a Br-FR object is that the detailed chemical composition was unknown for most of the material included in the room tests, and other sources of bromine could thus be present. There was indeed an unidentified source of bromine present in, at lest, room test 1. One proof of this is that HBr was found in room test 1 in equivalent amounts as that found in room tests 2 which contained the FR-TV. Similarly, the results from the blank tests show that the smoke gas collection system may have some contaminants from these species due to residues from previous tests.

Although scattered, the results from the room tests indicate that the combustion of deca-BDE treated materials in a room fire scenario does not generally increase the amount of PBDD/F in the smoke gases. The amounts produced from a room fire scenario are further much lower compared to a free-burning scenario of a single product. The total amount of individually analysed PBDD/Fs from open combustion of one FR-TV would give $6.5 \text{ kg} \times 68 \times 10^3 \mu g/kg = 440 \times 10^3 \mu g$, whereas room test 2 merely gave an (approximate) total production of $553 \text{ kg} \times 0.9^9 \times 0.05 \mu g/kg = 25 \mu g$. The Br FR-treated sofa produced $\sim 260 \times 10^3 \mu g$, whereas room tests 6, which included that type of sofa, produced $\sim 1400 \mu g$.

---

1 A combustion efficiency of 90% was assumed for the room tests.
Figure 3-24  PBDD/F congeners analysed in room fire experiments.

In summary, it was seen in real-scale fire tests that for PBDD/Fs:

- Fires with products treated with deca-BDE can produce very high yields of predominately PBDFs.

- Approximate TBDD-TEQs calculated for these products (an FR-TV and an FR-treated sofa) were about 3 orders of magnitude higher than the highest TCDD-TEQs reported from burning of PVC.

- The yields of PBDD/Fs found from an FR-TV and an FR treated sofa were comparable with data from small-scale experiments.

- A fire with a Br-FR treated product within a room scenario that goes to flash-over produces considerable lower yields compared to a free burning scenario.
3.3 Particles

The smoke from a fire is an aerosol, composed of gases and solid/liquid particles. The particle phase is of great importance in fires as radiant energy is emitted through black body emission from solid particles in flames and hot smoke gas layers. The particles are also critical in causing visual obscurations that may impair the ability of people to escape from a fire.

Further, solid particles \textit{per se}, and in particular finer fractions, are of concern regarding long term health effects. The environmental impact of airborne particles has long been a major ecological and environmental concern [135], with the anthropogenic part of the particulate material receiving the greatest attention. However, due to some alarming reports in the early 90’s [136], where statistically significant correlations were found between variations in airborne particulate matter and sickness/mortality within a population, this interest has also come to include the direct health impact of airborne particles [136] [137]. It has been estimated [138] that almost half a million people die per year as a result of particles generated by car engines only. This number might be compared to the estimated deaths/year due to smoking, which is 3 million/year.

All air in the atmosphere contains a certain amount of small particles, from $\sim 10^2$/cm$^3$ in maritime environments, to $\sim 10^6$/cm$^3$ in the air over large cities, and further to $\sim 10^9$ particles/cm$^3$ in the flue gas from a boiler (before cleaning steps) [139]. Researchers have shown that the health effects are mainly related to the sub-micron sized fraction of the particles, \textit{i.e.}, to the particles having an aerodynamic diameter, $d_p$, less than one micron ($\mu$m). Some even suggest that the real danger is related to those particles with $d_p < 0.1$ micron (ultra fine particles) [140] [141]. Such small particles are generated in large amounts in combustion processes, partly as a result of evaporation/condensation processes, and partly from soot generation.

The formation of soot particles is closely linked to the preceding formation of PAHs (see discussion in Section 3.2.2). The first step in soot formation is actually the particle interception of heavy molecules (PAHs) to form particle-like structures. These structures can subsequently grow through condensation, and surface growth by addition of mainly acetylene [41]. Larger structures can be formed by coagulation and agglomeration. These larger agglomerates can further be degraded by oxidation reactions. The basic steps in soot particle formation are shown in Figure 3-25. After the particle interception zone the size of the particles is a few nano meters (nm), whereas they have grown to 20-50 nm after the coagulation zone [142].

As the smoke leaves the flames of a fire and cools, vapour phase PAH condense on the surface of the soot particles. The amount of condensed organics varies from under 20% up to 50% for well-ventilated and under-ventilated fires, respectively [142].
Emissions from Fires

Figure 3-25 Schematic of soot particle formation.

Basically, particles having a diameter of less than 10 µm can be inhaled and the smaller the particle, the less probable it is that the defence system of the body will be able to prevent the material from reaching deep into the lung system. (This is shown schematically in Paper VII, figure 2). Another potential health-hazard related to combustion generated particles is the possibility for adsorption and enrichment of various toxic substances on the particle surface (metals, PAHs, dioxins, HCl, etc.). The occurrence of isocyanates associated to the particle phase is discussed in Paper VI.

The quality, i.e., the mass size and the number size distribution, of the smoke aerosol from fires is thus of importance. There are, however, few reports of detailed quantitative measurements to be found in the literature. Much of the present knowledge regarding particle generation from fires has been compiled by Mulholland [65]. This work indicates that the (geometric mean mass) particle sizes found from fires are often smaller than 1 µm. In a recent paper by Butler and Mulholland [142] there is a
compilation of published size distribution and particle yield data for flaming combustion of a number of different fuels.

The detailed characterisation of particle size distribution presented here: in a series of cone calorimeter tests (Paper VII), an enclosure test with a sofa (Paper VII), and a full-scale test with an automobile (Paper X), represents a significant contribution to our understanding of particle generation in fires. The analytical methods used, i.e. impactor techniques, were described in Section 2.2.5.

Measured particle mass size distributions and number size distributions are shown graphically in Paper VII and Paper X. In order to graphically describe a distribution of particles varying strongly both in size, and concentration between different sizes, it is common to introduce logarithmic scales. Figure 3-26 which shows the particle mass size distribution for particle board tests in the cone calorimeter tests is shown as an example. The horizontal axis is the logarithm of the particle size ($D_p$) and the vertical (mass) axis is normalized relative a logarithmic representation of the size range for each data point in the graph. The diagram actually represents a histogram and each point signifies a collection of particulate material for a specific size class.

![Graph showing particle mass size distribution](image)

Figure 3-26  Particle Mass size distribution from multiple measurements with particle board in the cone calorimeter (Figure 6, Paper VII).

To show the features and advantages of such a representation a general “step-by-step” example is given here. The most simple graphical representation of grouped particle data is a histogram where the width of each bar represents the size interval and the height represents the number of particles or mass of particles in that group. Data for one of the test with particle board in the cone calorimeter is shown in this form in Figure 3-27.

---

1 There is an error in the unit for the vertical axis in Figure 6, Paper VII. The figure shows particle mass distribution and the unit shall be $dm/d\log(D_p)$. 
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Figure 3-27  Histogram of relative mass distribution versus particle size.

The relative mass distribution is given on the vertical axis and the particle diameter on the horizontal axis. The different size intervals are limited by the cut-off size ($D_{50%}$) of an impactor plate and that of the next plate with a higher $D_{50%}$ value. A disadvantage with this type of representation is that the figure gives a distorted picture of the distribution as the height of an interval is dependent on the width ($\Delta d_p$) of that interval, i.e., an increase in the width of the interval gives an increase in the height as more particles are collected in the interval. In order to prevent this distortion, the data can be normalised relative to the width of the interval. Figure 3-28 shows the data from the test with particle board, with each interval normalized by the interval width, ($\Delta d_p$).

The height of the bars in Figure 3-28 now represents the relative mass per unit of the size interval (relative mass/µm) and the area of each bar is now proportional to the relative mass found in that interval.
Results and discussion of experimental work

It is, however, impractical to present normalized particle data with strongly varying numbers for different intervals. Intervals with low numbers (here: relative mass/µm) are hardly distinguishable in such a representation, as can be seen from Figure 3-28. Instead it is common to normalize relative the interval width from the logarithms of the cut-off sizes, i.e., to normalize relative: $\Delta \log(d_p) = \log(D_{50\%,\text{ stage } j}) - \log(D_{50\%,\text{ stage } j+1})$, where $j$ represents an arbitrary collector plate.

Figure 3-28  Histogram of normalized relative mass distribution versus particle size.

Figure 3-29  Histogram of log-normalized relative mass distribution versus particle size.
Figure 3-29 shows the data log-normalized, and all classes are distinguishable, although the proportionality between bar area and relative mass is lost.

The wide range and skewed shape of most aerosol distributions (cf. e.g. Figure 3-29) makes them unsuitable for statistical description by the symmetrical normal distribution which is often used for other types of data. The lognormal distribution has (empirically) been found to better describe particle size data [68]. The data from Figure 3-29 is presented in Figure 3-30 with a logarithmic scale for the horizontal axis. Note the almost symmetrical representation of the data with a shape similar to that of a normal distribution. However, as an aerosol distribution often is not perfectly symmetrical it is common to characterise the distribution using the median value instead of the mean value, as extreme values in the tail have less effect on the median than on the mean [68]. The mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) is shown for the distribution in Figure 3-30. Further, the geometric mean diameter ($D_i$) for each interval (dashed lines) and the size of an interval ($\Delta d_p$) are also indicated. The magnitude value at $D_i$ for each interval is connected with a line in Figure 3-30 to refer back to the outline of Figure 3-26.

![Figure 3-30](image)

**Figure 3-30**  Histogram of log-normalized relative mass distribution versus particle size (on a logarithmic scale).

It was seen from the distribution data for a range of materials/products presented in Paper VII that the maximum in mass size distributions for many materials was often located around 0.3 µm and that the number size distributions had a maximum at the smallest detectable particle size (with the instrument used), i.e. at a $D_i$ of ~40 nm.

In order to compare our particle distribution data with the data compiled by Butler and Mulholland [142], the MMAD, as described by Hinds [68], has been calculated for some of the tests in Paper VII and for the automobile fire test in Paper X.
The data is presented in Figure 3-31 as particle yields versus mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD). The quantitative particle distribution results compiled by Butler and Mulholland consist of data from various sources and various fire sizes, but they are all from flaming combustion. From these data, only data from fires with solid fuels have been included in Figure 3-31; this includes fuels such as different types of wood materials and polymers.

![Diagram showing particle yield versus median aerodynamic diameter](image)

Figure 3-31 Smoke yield versus median aerodynamic diameter.

A trend, where the aerodynamic diameter increases with increasing smoke yield was observed by Butler and Mulholland. The new data (SP data) included in Figure 3-31 conforms nicely to that trend.

It can be seen from Figure 3-31 that the SP wood products (cf. Paper VII, table II) from the cone calorimeter tests produce low particle yields with a particle mass distribution with a small MMAD. This is in line with the “low end” group of wood data from Butler and Mulholland. Further, there are two additional data points for wood from Butler and Mulholland, the highest of these was from a large under-ventilated wood crib fire.

The SP data from flaming combustion with melamine and an FR-4 laminate (brominated laminate) are at the “high end” of the plot in Figure 3-31. Both of these products burn poorly due to their chemical composition, and especially the FR-4 laminate produced a very high particle yield. The data point for “SP polystyrene”
show a high particle yield and a large MMAD. This product did not ignite\(^1\) in the cone calorimeter test. The higher values compared to the data provided by Butler and Mulholland are therefore to be expected.

The trend with an increased MMAD with increased particle yield for the SP cone calorimeter tests should mainly be due to differences in the chemical composition of the materials, as the combustion in a standard cone calorimeter test is well-ventilated. Strongly oxygenated materials, such as wood, burn well whereas aromatic polymers, e.g. polystyrene, burn poorly and give a high soot yield [65]. The combustion conditions are also of importance for the particle yield, with higher yields obtained as the fire becomes less ventilated [65].

The data from the SP large-scale tests included in Figure 3-31 conforms well to the particle mass size distribution results seen from the SP cone calorimeter tests and the data from Butler and Mulholland. Both large-scale tests show an MMAD slightly above 0.4 µm, and the result from the automobile fire fits in nicely in the overall particle yield-MMAD trend. In the case of the SP Sofa-enclosure fire tests it was not possible to calculate a particle yield as the mass-loss from the sofa is unknown.

The particle number concentrations in the smoke gases from the automobile fire were measured continuously using the ELPI instrument. It was, therefore, possible to investigate the number size distribution and the mass size distribution at different times during this experiment. Figure 9, in Paper X, shows data from two different points in time in the 3rd phase of the automobile fire (the test when the entire vehicle was involved in the fire). At the first point in time, the fire was in the growing phase, and the maximum in particle number concentration for small particle sizes was found here. At the second point in time, the fire was at its peak, and here the maximum in particle mass concentration was found. The aerodynamic particle diameter was further generally larger at this time. This seems logical as the fire in its growing phase must have been rather well-ventilated, thereby producing many small particles. At the peak of the fire the combustion may have had an under-ventilated character, producing more products of incomplete combustion at a higher mass-loss rate. Such conditions can result in a higher particle yield and higher mean diameter.

One important question is whether the particle distribution data measured in the various fire test scenarios presented, provides a credible representation of real fire incident scenarios. The smoke gases are often sampled relatively close to the combustion zone, especially in a small-scale fire test such as the cone calorimeter, and the effect of subsequent agglomeration could be over-looked. The conformity in aerodynamic diameter of the large scale SP-data with that from the SP-cone calorimeter tests, however, gives some evidence that the cone calorimeter results are valid and useful.

Smoke ageing studies with smoke from crude oil fires have shown that smoke collected close to the combustion zone (2 m above the base of a pool fire) will agglomerate slowly when aged at a temperature of 100°C. The MMAD only increased from 0.8 µm to 1.1 µm during ageing for 90 min [144]. Further, Butler and Mulholland have concluded that “…there may not be a large change in the mass

---

\(^1\) It is possible that the “SP polystyrene” was a flame retarded product, or that no ignition occurred due to excessive shrinking.
median aerodynamic diameter as a result of coagulation for an enclosure fire from the time the smoke aerosol leaves the room of fire origin until it reaches another location. Thus if the initial size distribution indicates a large fraction of respirable particles, this will still be true for the aged particles some distance from the fire.”

Significantly, one should note that the data presented in this section of the thesis indisputably shows that a high proportion of the particles produced in fires are very small and highly respirable.
4 Theoretical work and applications

4.1 Computational modelling of fires

4.1.1 Background

Computational modelling of fires can be an efficient tool to predict fire growth and smoke movement. Different computational techniques have been improved over the years, and many advanced computational models have emerged. At present, however, commercially used models have restrictions that limit their usefulness in many situations. Two of the most apparent limitations of present models are in the simulation of flame spread and the production of important toxic gases.

Zone and field modelling are the two main types of computational models used in fire simulations. Zone models emerged early in fire research, and the basic theory behind these models is relatively simple and computationally undemanding. In these models the computational domain is normally divided into an upper and a lower zone, and computational parameters are transported between and are averaged over these zones. Zone models, however, require some prior knowledge of the structure of the flow in a specific scenario and give low spatial resolution due to the averaging over the zones [145]. The concept of zone modelling has been described by, e.g. Quintiere [146], and existing codes have been reviewed by Walton [147].

Field modelling, or CFD\(^1\) modelling, is based on a more fundamental approach and gives a much more detailed representation of the computational domain. CFD is based on fundamental conservation laws for physical properties such as mass, momentum and energy. CFD modelling can theoretically provide a detailed fundamentally based description of all physical parameters of interest in a fire simulation. The numerical solution is, however, limited due to heavy computational costs which have led to the introduction of different types of assumptions and simplifications.

In CFD modelling the computational domain is divided into a large number of small often three-dimensional entities (cells) forming the computational grid. The transport processes between cells and the global conservation of physical parameters are maintained in an iterative mathematical process to reach a converged solution.

Conservation equations are solved for mass, momentum (the Navier-Stokes equations), internal energy, and in some cases chemical species. The conservation equations can be written in an illustrative form for a general variable \(\Phi\) [148]:

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \Phi)}{\partial t} + \text{div}(\rho \Phi \mathbf{u}) = \text{div}(\Gamma \text{grad} \Phi) + S_{\Phi}, \quad (1) \quad (2) \quad (3) \quad (4)
\]

\(^1\) CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics

\(^{ii}\) \text{div} (divergence) and \text{grad} (gradient) are field operators used for short hand vector notation.
The four parts (1-4) of the conservation equation (equation 4.1) have the following significances [148]:

1. Rate of increase of $\Phi$ of fluid entity.
2. Net rate of flow of $\Phi$ out of fluid entity.
3. Rate of increase of $\Phi$ due to diffusion.
4. Rate of increase of $\Phi$ due to sources.

Note that some terms are hidden within the source term in equation 4.1 to simplify the expression, in order to highlight the similarity between the conservation equations for the different physical parameters.

It is not the intention of the author to provide a full, or even partial, account of the mathematical background and quality of the conservation laws of fluid motion. Details can be found in text books on the subject, e.g., in the book by Versteeg & Malalasekera [148] from which equation 4.2 and the basic analysis of this equation was gratefully derived.

The source term ($S_\Phi$) in equation 4.1 is of particular importance, both regarding the mathematical solution of the equations for momentum and for introducing chemical species into the computational domain, which will be seen below.

The modelling of combustion and flows in fires is a complicated and demanding task, requiring the mathematical modelling of non-premixed (diffusion) flame combustion in a strong turbulent field often dominated by natural buoyancy.

It is theoretically possible to solve the governing equations analytically for the turbulent flow field through direct numerical simulation (DNS). The fine resolution of the turbulent field is, however, an obstacle.

To get an impression of the resolution required to fully resolve the turbulent field one can compare the ratio between the largest and smallest turbulent length scales, i.e. [41]:

$$
\frac{l_0}{l_K} \approx R_i^{\frac{3}{4}}
$$

(4.2)

where $R_i$ is the turbulent Reynolds number, $l_0$ is the largest length scale of the system, and $l_K$ is the size of the smallest turbulent eddies (the Kolmogorov length scale). For a typical turbulent flow with $R_i = 500$ [41], the quotient of the two length scales is $\sim 100$. Thus, to resolve the smallest turbulent eddies in three-dimensions, approximately $(10 \times 100)^3 = 10^9$ grid points are required. This set constraints on the
computational capacity required to conduct such calculations. Turbulence is further
an inherently unsteady phenomenon and time-resolved computation is required. This,
together with other constraints imply that the overall time for a DNS computation
increases with the fourth power of the Reynolds number [41]. DNS computations are
therefore only practically applicable for small domains with low Reynolds numbers.

In order to reduce the resolution of the computation, and thus the overall time for a
simulation, different techniques have emerged to give an approximate solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations. The most prominent of these techniques are: Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations.

The turbulence characteristic that forms the basis for LES calculations is that small
eddies contribute to a limited part of the total turbulent energy only. Large scale
motions are solved exactly and approximation models are used to solve the small
scale motions, without losing too much information concerning the total turbulent
flow field. LES is by nature a three dimensional, unsteady flow, calculation tool.
Computational costs are, however, generally much higher compared to RANS calc-
ulations [145].

RANS calculation is the most frequent used type of CFD modelling tool in fire
applications. In RANS field-models the Navier Stokes equations are averaged in
order to solve time-mean flow variables. The flow field is thus averaged over time,
which results in a smoothed flow field and loss of details in the turbulent flow
pattern. Averaging the conservation equations, however, introduces a “closure
problem” due to Reynolds stresses which appear as source terms in the momentum
equations. Further appear turbulent fluxes as source terms in the scalar transport
equation [148]. Turbulence modelling approaches are used to predict the Reynolds
stresses and the scalar transport terms. The most widely used turbulence model is the
$k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model

A RANS-model incorporating the $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model was used for the
computational modelling discussed in Paper VIII and Section 4.1.2 below.

At this point the modelling of turbulent flows has been briefly introduced. The
modelling of combustion in the largely non-premixed fire environment is important
in reference to the results from computational modelling presented in this thesis.
Combustion is incorporated into the CFD framework by a combustion sub-model
that governs the development of species and enthalpy through the source terms of the
respective conservation equation.

Non-premixed flames are often referred to as diffusion flames in recognition of the
fact that the time for diffusion of fuel and oxygen towards the combustion zone is
normally slow compared to the reaction rate of combustion. Hence, a simplifying
approach is often taken in combustion modelling, i.e., it is assumed that chemical
reactions take place infinitely fast.

The fast chemistry or “mixed is burnt” assumption is the basis [145] for the fast
chemistry conserved scalar approach and the extension of this approach, the Eddy
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1 $k$ is turbulent kinetic energy, and $\varepsilon$ is the dissipation of the turbulent energy.
Break-up model, which originates from the work of Spalding [149] and has since then been improved by Magnussen and Hjertager [150].

The mixing problem is greatly simplified by assuming that all components have equal diffusivity. It is further convenient to introduce a non-dimensional variable, the mixture fraction ($\xi$), as a conserved scalar. To illustrate this, consider an infinitely fast one-step reaction:

$$1 \text{ kg Fuel} + v \text{ kg oxidant} \rightarrow (1 + v) \text{ kg Products} \quad (4.3)$$

A variable can be defined as: $\psi = vY_{Fuel} - Y_{Oxidant} \quad (4.4)$

where $Y$ denotes mass fraction.

The mixture fraction is derived as:

$$\xi = \frac{\psi_1 - \psi_2}{\psi_1 - \psi_2} \quad (4.5)$$

where the indices 1 and 2 in equation 4.5 refer to fuel stream and oxidant stream, respectively. $\xi$ will take the value of 0 in the oxidant stream and that of 1 in the fuel stream, and values between this in the thin combustion sheet in a non-premixed laminar flame.

All scalar variables can actually be described as known functions of the mixture fraction only, in the simplified, fast chemistry, description of the problem [41]. As a consequence it is only necessary to solve one extra function for the combustion sub-model (a function $\xi$).

The Eddy Break-up model requires an extra transport equation for the mass fraction of fuel. The rate of consumption of fuel is specified by local flow properties. In fact, the reaction rate is specified in term of the turbulence time scale, and is taken as the smallest of the turbulent dissipation rates ($\epsilon$) of fuel, oxygen and products [148]. The Eddy Break-up model is the most common combustion sub-model used in CFD modelling of fires, but it is limited by the fast chemistry approach and the inability to include detailed kinetics of combustion [145]. The quality of the predictions of the model further depend on the performance of the turbulence model [148].

An alternative approach of combustion modelling that allows the inclusion of detailed chemistry and finite rate chemical kinetics is the laminar flamelet approach [145] [151]. In this approach the turbulent diffusion flame is considered as a statistical ensemble of thin undisturbed laminar diffusion flames that are denoted flamelets. A laminar diffusion flame provides unique relationships for, e.g., chemical species and temperature, in terms of the mixture fraction ($\xi$).

In order to include finite rate chemistry the rate of non-equilibrium chemical processes has to be considered. Such processes will depart further from equilibrium as mixing increases. The mixing rate between fuel and oxidizer can therefore
describe the departure from chemical equilibrium [41], using the scalar dissipation rate, $\chi$:

$$
\chi = 2D(\text{grad} \xi)^2
$$

The molecular diffusivity (which is assumed equal for all components) is denoted $D$ in equation 4.6. The mixture fraction, $\xi$, was defined in equation 4.5.

An equation for, e.g., the mass-fraction ($Y_i$) of species $i$ (at temperature $T$) which includes the reaction rate ($\dot{\omega}_i$) can be derived [152] [145]:

$$
\rho \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} = \dot{\omega}_i + \rho \frac{\chi^2}{2} \frac{\partial^2 Y_i}{\partial \xi^2}
$$

It is, however, often assumed that the response time of the flamelets for changes in the local mixing environment is much faster compared to the global mixing time scale [145]. The Stationary Laminar Flamelet model is based on this assumption, which leads to a simplified flamelet equation:

$$
\frac{\rho}{2} \chi \frac{\partial^2 Y_i}{\partial \xi^2} = -\dot{\omega}_i
$$

The flamelet equation is thus valid only at high Damköhler numbers, i.e. when fluid motion time scale is much longer than the characteristic reaction time. However, compared to the fast chemistry approach, the flamelet approach corresponds to real finite rate laminar flame kinetics [145].

The laminar flamelet approach actually gives a description of all scalars ($\Phi$ denotes any scalar variable) as a function of the mixture fraction and the scalar dissipation rate, i.e.:

$$
\Phi = \Phi(\xi, \chi)
$$

Scalar data for a laminar flame, according to equation 4.9, is therefore required. This data can be acquired from measurements on counter flow diffusion flames or from calculations.

By the assumption that the chemical reactions occur only in the thin flamelets, and that the chemistry is fast, the statistical uncertainties in a turbulent flow field can be decoupled from the chemistry, and the chemistry and turbulence can be calculated separately.

The (CFD) computational modelling discussed in Section 4.1.2 was conducted using a Stationary Laminar Flamelet model relying on data from calculations of chemical kinetics. The chemical kinetics was calculated at the Division of Combustion Physics at Lund University (see Paper VIII).
The calculated flamelet data was included in a data base in the CFD model as pre-calculated scalar values. The mixture fraction is calculated by the flow model for each point in space. The scalar data is extracted from the flamelet library through a probability density function (pre-described beta-function), which incorporates the statistical fluctuation of the mixture fraction in that point.

### 4.1.2 Modelling of HCN formation

Hydrogen cyanide, HCN, is an important asphyxiant gas in fires, about 35 times more toxic than carbon monoxide, CO (see Section 4.2.1). The influence of HCN on humans is quite different from that of CO. HCN has a more direct effect, as it is carried rapidly to the brain by the blood, making the victim quickly incapacitated. Because of its high toxicity and fast effect, information on HCN production is important, e.g. in designing the evacuation routes from fires.

In investigations of the production and dispersion of HCN with fire-induced flows in buildings CFD has the potential to be a valuable tool. The alternative is large scale fire tests, which are very expensive, and it is further practically impossible to make detailed measurements of HCN in as many points as necessary to estimate the true dispersion pattern.

A chemical kinetic model for the prediction of HCN in fire induced flows has never before been incorporated into a CFD model. Paper VIII by Tuovinen and Blomqvist describes the first model of this kind and the results from simulations of nylon combustion within a large-scale enclosure.

### Reaction mechanisms and assumptions

HCN can be formed in the combustion of any nitrogen-containing material. The nitrogen gas phase chemistry is, however, rather complex and sensitive to changes in the combustion environment, as was e.g. seen in the large-scale tests discussed in Section 3.1.1.

The nitrogen gas phase chemistry has been studied extensively. The interest in the nitrogen chemistry has arisen from the need to understand the mechanisms behind NO\textsubscript{X} pollutant formation. Earlier research by Fenimore [153] indicated that the conversion of organic nitrogen compounds to NO\textsubscript{X} was nearly independent of the parent molecule, and that local combustion conditions and the initial concentration of the nitrogen species were the dominant factors. Fenimore further speculated that an intermediate product was formed that could react to form either NO or N\textsubscript{2} depending on the combustion conditions. Bowman [154] later proposed that for simple nitrogen containing fuels, a reasonable prediction of NO\textsubscript{X} formation could be achieved by using a global reaction step of fuel nitrogen $\rightarrow$ HCN combined with the detailed HCN chemistry. HCN was thus discovered to be an intermediate product in NO\textsubscript{X} formation from the combustion of nitrogen containing fuels.
With the postulates of Fenimore and Bowman as a background, the possibility to incorporate the gas phase chemistry of a generic nitrogen-containing fuel into a CFD model to predict HCN formation in fires was investigated in Paper VIII.

In order to model a fuel using CFD, its combustion characteristics must be well known. Further, the combustion of the fuel should be easy to control and vary. To have such properties the fuel should be in the gas phase. It is difficult, however, to find a nitrogen-containing fuel, relevant from a fire safety point of view, which is in gas phase at room temperature.

Therefore, a fictitious mixture of two fuels, ethylene and methylamine, was chosen as a generic model-fuel. A chemical kinetic model based on the stationary laminar flamelet concept described the combustion of this fuel. The original data base for the flamelet model included in the employed RANS-type CFD package SOFIE [155], contained information concerning the chemical kinetics of several thousand chemical reactions including that of hydrocarbons (C1-C4) [156] and NOx species [157, 158].

The methylamine (CH₃NH₂) oxidation mechanism included in this study as a sub-scheme to the flamelet data base, consists of 350 elementary reaction steps according to Kantak et al. [159]. The mechanism scheme includes e.g. H-atom abstraction, C-N bond scission and the formation of HCN and NH₃. It has been shown that pathways leading to the formation of HCN are usually preceded by H-abstractions starting from methylamine, in where H₂CNH is an important intermediate species [159]:

\[
\text{CH₃NH₂} \rightarrow \text{intermediate} \rightarrow \text{smaller intermediate} \rightarrow \text{HCN}
\]  

(4.10)

The burning of nylon within an enclosure was simulated with the new model using the generic model-fuel, with proportions of ethylene and methylamine giving a content of nitrogen equivalent to that of nylon. The nylon experiments simulated were the tests discussed in Section 3.1.1.

To quantitatively compare the results of the nylon experiments with those of the simulation with the model-fuel one has to make the assumption that the pyrolysis chemistry of nylon gives the same types and proportions of breakdown products as those described by the reaction mechanism for methylamine. Such an assumption would of course not be entirely true, but based on the postulates (Fenimore, Bowman) given above, results with some significance were thought to be attainable with the proposed approach.

However, with more knowledge of the pyrolysis chemistry of nylon one would be able to make a better assessment of the justification of using methylamine as a model fuel in this case. Studying the structure of the polymer chain of nylon-6,6 (Figure 4-1) one can predict that during thermal decomposition the initial products would be a mixture of low-molecular-weight fragments, some containing nitrogen.
It has been shown that the thermal decomposition of various nylons begins with a primary scission of an \(-\text{NH-CH}_2\) bond to form amides and is followed by a complex series of secondary reactions [160]. Nitriles can, \(e.g.,\), be subsequently formed from these amides through high temperature dehydration [161]. Other researchers [162] have, however, postulated that in the pyrolysis of nylon-6,6, substituted cyclopentanone groups are formed by \(-\text{NH-CO}\) bond scission and ring closure. This final decomposition route would therefore lead to the formation of NH-R fragments that would fit into the reaction scheme of methylamine (where \(\text{H}_2\text{CNH}\) is important). One can conclude that the thermal decomposition and subsequent reaction chemistry of nylon is complex, but to fully investigate this topic has not been included in the present work.
Theoretical work and applications

**Calculated flamelets**

The flamelets were pre-calculated for the combustion of the model fuel in pure air and in cold/hot re-circulated vitiated air (i.e. air including the main combustion products, H₂O and CO₂). The effects of radiation and the strain rate were further included. The pre-calculated flamelet library is schematically outlined in Figure 4-2.

![Flamelet library structure](image)

**Figure 4-2** Flamelet library structure for vitiated and non-vitiated air, for the model fuel. Each vitiation level has 30 different sets of flamelets for each radiation-loss level, and further for each radiation level there are about 30 individual sets of flamelets for varying strain rates [163].

The model was run with single values for vitiation and strain rate in the whole calculation domain at any given time, and not with individual values of these parameters for each control volume. Allowing the use of a unique description of these parameters in each control volume necessitates two additional dimensions in
the flamelet data base, which leads to much more computer storage and correspondingly greater computation times. For the calculation of radiative losses, however, interpolation between flamelet sets with varying radiative losses were applied.

The effects on scalars (species and temperature) in the mixture fraction space were analysed in Paper VIII for some selected flamelet assumptions. However, only the effects of cold vitiation and variations in radiative losses were analysed. A systematic analysis of all possible variations of flamelet assumptions would have been desirable, but was not included in the frame of the project.

The analysis made is described in detail in Paper VIII, but some interesting observations regarding HCN are highlighted here. In Figure 4-3 the effects from: (a) variation in vitiation, and (b) variation in radiative losses, on the occurrence of HCN are shown.

![Figure 4-3](a) Flamelet data for HCN with varying degrees of (cold) vitiation; no radiation losses.  
(b) Flamelet data for HCN with varying degrees of radiation losses; no vitiation.

For the non-vitiated case in Figure 4-3 (a) it can be seen that HCN is not produced at all under stoichiometric conditions; only a fuel-rich mixture would yield HCN in this case. However, with increased vitiation, HCN is produced at considerably lower values of mixture fraction.

The combustion temperature is lowered considerably by taking radiative heat losses into account. This has a distinct effect on the production of HCN, which is increased in the mixture-fraction range around stoichiometric conditions with the inclusion of radiative losses, as shown in Figure 4-3 (b).
Results of model validation and conclusions

Two of the tests with nylon combusted within an enclosure, that were presented in Paper I and discussed in Section 3.1.1, were simulated as a first validation of the generic nitrogen-fuel flamelet model.

The results of these simulations were generally promising. The simulations confirmed that there was a large difference in the predicted species concentrations when using different flamelet options. A non-vitiated assumption produced lower concentrations of both CO and HCN, compared to a vitiated assumption. In particular, the HCN concentration was nearly 10 times lower for the first assumption. The vitiated option proved to be more correct relative to the measurements in the nylon tests. It was found, that when simulating a certain fire scenario, one must take into account whether the air in the entrainment region of the fire is vitiated or not.

The main results from this validation study were:

- The results from the simulations showed that the flamelet model was able to semi-quantitatively predict the production of HCN in a room fire.
- Both the production during well ventilated conditions, and the increased production during under-ventilated conditions were accurately captured by the model.

There are, however, some inherent weaknesses in the model:

- The flamelets are based on the chemistry of gas-phase methylamine mixed with ethylene, i.e. on the reaction kinetics of a generic model-fuel with the inherent disadvantages of such an approach.
- The heat of combustion of the model-fuel will most often deviate from that of the actual fuel. This implies a discrepancy in the fuel mass-loss rate, or alternatively HRR, between the simulation and the actual fire.
- The flamelet model assumes fast chemistry and therefore describes the flaming region best.

However, although the validation study showed some weaknesses in the application of the model-fuel for a solid fuel, and in some of the assumptions of the model, the results of the simulations were encouraging, proving that the flamelet model is capable of semi-quantitative predictions of HCN formation.
4.2 Human incapacitation in fires

4.2.1 Toxicity of fire gases

The toxic gases produced from a fire are normally categorized into one of two groups based on the effects on human. These two groups are asphyxiating gases and irritant gases. There are additional types of toxic compounds that can be present in fire gases as seen in Section 3.2, e.g., PAHs and halogenated dioxins. These types of compounds have, however, a more long-term effect on human, and are not considered to be critical to the tenability of a fire atmosphere.

The asphyxiating gases, also referred to as narcotic gases, cause confusion and loss of consciousness followed by death from hypoxia when a sufficient dose has been inhaled [2]. The most important gases belonging to this group are carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN), however; also carbon dioxide (CO2) and oxygen (O2) are included in this group.

The irritant gases have a direct effect in that they cause sensory irritation to the eyes, nose and upper respiratory system. For sensory irritation the effects do not depend on the dose but occurs immediately, i.e. the effects are largely concentration related. In large doses, however, these gases can cause lung inflammation and oedema, which might result in death some time after exposure. Irritant gases include inorganic acid gases, e.g. hydrogen chloride (HCl), and organic irritants, e.g. aldehydes.

Critical concentrations or doses for human are not straightforward to determine, and the data found in the literature is in most cases, from tests on animals and is only partially applicable to humans. Animal toxicity data is normally expressed as LC_{50} values, i.e., the concentration which gives a mortality of 50 % for a specific time of exposure (normally 30 min) and a certain post-exposure period.

Of the asphyxiating gases, CO and HCN have an adverse effect in that these gases prevent the uptake and transportation of oxygen in the body. The toxicity of CO lies in that it combines with haemoglobin in the blood to form carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) [164]. The mode of action of HCN is different to that of CO, which has the consequence that HCN does not follow Haber’s rule, and very low concentrations are required to prompt a toxic reaction. HCN acts by producing intracellular hypoxic poisoning through inhibition of the cellular oxidative processes [165].

The effects from CO2 and a low-O2 are hypoxia. CO2 further increase the breathing rate and thereby increases the uptake of other toxic compounds. The effects from CO2 and a low-O2 are partly concentration related and partly dose related [2].
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1 Asphyxia: Suffocation, decrease in the oxygen content, and increase in the carbon dioxide content of the blood.
2 Hypoxia: Reduction in the amount of oxygen available for tissue respiration.
3 Haber’s rule: The principle that toxicity in inhalation toxicology depends on the dose available and that the product of concentration and exposure time is a constant.
Limiting values and rodent 30-min LC\text{50}-values are given for the asphyxiant gases in Table 4-1. Further, the tenability limits for these gases and reduced oxygen concentration are shown in Table 4-2.

Table 4-1  Limiting values and lethal concentrations from animal tests for asphyxiant gases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>OEL\textsuperscript{a}, 15 min [166]</th>
<th>IDLH\textsuperscript{b} [89]</th>
<th>LC\text{50}, 30-min, Rats [167]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>1200 ppm</td>
<td>5700 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>4.5 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>165 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} OEL: Swedish occupational exposure limits.
\textsuperscript{b} IDLH: Immediate Dangerous to Life or Health Concentrations (NIOSH), generally based on 30 min exposure.

Table 4-2  Tenability limits for asphyxiant gases as reported in ISO/TR 9122-1 \[44\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incapacitation</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>6000 – 8000 ppm</td>
<td>12000 – 16000 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>150 – 200 ppm</td>
<td>250 – 400 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low O\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>10 – 13 %</td>
<td>&lt; 5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>7 – 8 %</td>
<td>&gt; 10 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data on the effects of the most important inorganic irritants and organic irritants are shown in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, respectively. Specific to irritant gases is that two different effects need to be considered from a fire safety point of view: firstly, irritancy that may delay escape and, secondly, various physical effects that may lead to death. The RD\text{50}-values reported below refer to the concentration level that led to a decreased rate of respiration of test animals, \textit{i.e.}, when irritancy hindered normal breathing. Concentration levels giving severe irritancy for humans are further reported in the tables.
Table 4-3  Irritant inorganic gases: limiting values, irritant and lethal concentrations from animal tests, and sensory irritancy for humans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>OEL, 15 min (ppm) [166]</th>
<th>IDLH (ppm) [89]</th>
<th>LC50, 30-min, Mammal (ppm) [2]</th>
<th>RD50, Mouse (ppm) [2]</th>
<th>Severe sensory irritancy in humans (ppm) [2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SO2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300-500</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>50-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1400-8000</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>700-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>900-3600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1600-6000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBr</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1600-6000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60-250</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4  Irritant organic gases: limiting values, irritant and lethal concentrations from animal tests, and sensory irritancy for humans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>OEL, 15 min (ppm) [166]</th>
<th>IDLH (ppm) [89]</th>
<th>LC50, 30-min, Mammal (ppm) [2]</th>
<th>RD50, Mouse (ppm) [2]</th>
<th>Severe sensory irritancy in humans (ppm) [2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toluene diisocyanate (TDI)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrolein</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>140-170</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formaldehyde</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>700-800</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylonitrile</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4000-4600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt; 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenol</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>400-700</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrene</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>10000-80000</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>&gt; 700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 Models for exposure predictions

Several elements are of importance in a model for the exposure of humans to fire conditions. The main factors influencing people, that have an impact on evacuation behaviour, are the doses received of asphyxiating gases, concentrations of irritants, obscuration of sight by smoke and burns from radiative and convective heat. Although it can be difficult to make valid assessments of the last two factors, the modelling of the effects of the toxic gases has created the most challenges and a number of models of varying complexity have been presented.

Common for most models is the expression of the size of a hazardous component relative to the size known to cause a particular negative effect from a given time of exposure (dose), or in some cases for a given instant exposure (concentration). The
Fractional Effective Dose (FED) of a gaseous asphyxiant $i$ can exemplify this basic concept. In calculating the FED for a specific toxicant the $C_t$ products (concentration $\times$ time $=$ dose) for small periods of time during the exposure are divided by the $C_t$ products causing the toxic effect (equation 4.11). The fractional effective doses are then summed during the exposure until the fraction reaches unity, which gives the predicted time of exposure for the toxic effect. The FED for a number of toxicants can be summed together to give the total FED for the exposure (equation 4.12).

$$FED_i = \frac{\text{dose received at time } t (C_i t)}{\text{effective } C_i t \text{ dose to cause incapacitation or death}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

$$FED = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \int_{t_0}^{t} \frac{C_i}{(C \cdot t)_i} dt$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

There are two main types of model available based on the FED concept: models based on small-scale test data which are related to animal lethality data, and models based on the incapacitation of humans.

**Models based on small-scale test and animal exposure data**

One example is the “N-gas Model” (equation 4.13) that was developed at NIST [168, 169] in order to avoid unnecessary animal testing. Additional information on this type of models can be found in ISO 13344 [167] and in ISO TR 9122-5 [170].

$$FED = \frac{m[CO]}{[CO_2] - b} + \frac{21 - [O_2]}{LC_{50,O_2}} + \frac{[HCN]}{LC_{50,HCN}} + \frac{[HCl]}{LC_{50,HCl}} + \frac{[HBr]}{LC_{50,HBr}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

The first term in the equation 4.13 describes the effects of CO$_2$ on the toxicity of CO. The second term is included to take into account the effects for hypoxia.
The original application of a calculated FED value from gas measurements in small-scale tests was to determine the lethal toxic potency of the fire effluents from a material. In order to do that, the predicted 30-min LC$_{50}$ for the test specimen is calculated according to equation 4.14, where $m$ is the specimen mass in grams and $V$ is the total air volume in cubic metres. Thus, the resulting predicted LC$_{50}$ has the units of grams per cubic metres and is a ‘property’ of the tested material.

\[
LC_{50} = \frac{m}{FED \times V}
\]  

These types of models are based upon data for rats and are particularly useful for predicting the lethality (for rats) of a chemically analysed fire atmosphere in small-scale tests. The predicted LC$_{50}$ can be used for toxicity ranking of materials or in simple mass-loss models [171] [170] for estimating the toxic hazard in a fire.

However, according to ISO/TR 9122-5, these types of models (i.e. models based on rodent data) could further be used to make some predictions about the possible human lethal exposure hazard in large-scale fires where measurements of the major toxicant concentrations have been made. This naturally implies that the lethal exposure doses in rats are similar to those of human, which is considered to be approximately the case.

Thus, as long as FED in equation 4.13 is < 1 the prediction is that the death of a human being exposed to a fire atmosphere is prevented. However, in the context of tenability, the question is not how long death is prevented, but how long a human being will be capable of escaping from the fire environment through their own action. NIST [172] recommended deriving a hypothetical incapacitation level by reducing the LC$_{50}$ values by a factor of 2 - 4. That is, persons will be capable of escaping from the fire as long as FED < 0.25 - 0.5.

**Human incapacitation models**

Human incapacitation models predict fire hazards in terms of exposure doses and time to incapacitation for human in fires and are intended for use in fire engineering calculations of modelled fires and full-scale fire tests. Human incapacitation models are based on actual physiological uptake functions and the effects of the major toxic fire gases. The equations for the models are derived primarily from experimental data obtained with human and primates.

A complete model describes the effects expected on the ability to escape from a fire, from: asphyxiating toxicants, sensory irritants, heat and visual obscuration. Each of these contributions is normally treated as acting independently although some interactions are known to occur. For example, the effects of sensory irritants on the eyes are to some extent additive with smoke obscuration resulting in additional disorientation. This synergistic effect is not taken into account in existing models.

A complete model has been proposed by Purser. Detailed information on this model can be found in the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering [2]. A somewhat
simplified gas model, and a more detailed model for heat, can be found in ISO/TS 13571:2002 [171].

The asphyxiant gas (FED) model by Purser, and the heat model from ISO/TS 13571:2002, were used for the calculations of time to incapacitation in tunnel fires, which are discussed in Section 4.2.3.

In the model by Purser the interaction between asphyxiant gases is considered using the assumptions listed below.

1. CO and HCN are considered to be directly additive.
2. CO2 increase the uptake of CO and HCN in its proportion of effect on breathing rate.
3. The narcotic effect of low oxygen is considered to be directly additive to the effects from CO and HCN.
4. The narcotic effect of CO2 is considered to act independently of the effect of the other gases.

The detailed equations for calculating fractional incapacitating (FI) doses for the individual asphyxiant gases are not given here as they can be found elsewhere [2].

The total fractional incapacitation dose for asphyxiant gases is expressed by the following equation:

\[
\text{Total } FI_{Asphyxiant} = \left[ (FI_{CO} + FI_{HCN}) \times \nu_{CO_2} + FI_{O_2} \right] \text{or } FI_{CO_2}
\]  

(4.15)

where \( \nu_{CO_2} \) is a multiplicative factor for the increase of uptake of CO and HCN from the effect of CO2 on breathing rate.

It is difficult to develop a predictive model for irritant gases according to Purser [2]. The reasons are summarized as:

1. Sensory irritation is concentration related, does not have a clear endpoint and is not lethal except under extreme conditions.
2. Lung inflammation is dose related and causes minor effects only until near lethal levels. The main predictable endpoint is death, which normally occurs several hours after exposure.
3. The identity and number of irritants in the smoke are often unknown.
4. The concentration/time/dose effects of irritants and the degree of interaction between different irritants are unknown.

Purser proposes two alternative approximate models to predict the effects from irritants [2]. First, a simple empirical model where the effects of smoke on animals from small-scale tests are used as a basis, and secondly, a model based on fire gas profiles in terms of known irritant gases.
In the first type of model using small-scale test data, the concentration of irritants is represented as the mass concentration of burnt fuel in the smoke gases (i.e. mass lost in small-scale test per litre of diluent air). The second model is based on the concept of fractional irritant concentrations (FIC), see equation 4.16, and accounts for the combined effect from specific irritant components. FICs for each component are calculated as a fraction of the concentration considered being severely irritant.

\[ FIC_{irr} = FIC_{HCl} + FIC_{HBr} + FIC_{HF} + FIC_{SO_2} + FIC_{NO_2} + FIC_{organics} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.16)\]

In a similar approach as that taken for the narcotic gases, the dose related lethal lung damage from the irritant gases is taken into account as a fractional lethal dose (FLD):

\[ FLD_{irr} = FLD_{HCl} + FLD_{HBr} + FLD_{HF} + FLD_{SO_2} + FLD_{NO_2} + FLD_{organics} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.17)\]

Body surface burns and hyperthermia are the main causes for incapacitation by heat. The criteria used in modelling are the point where exposure of skin becomes painful, and the point where hyperthermia is sufficient to cause mental deterioration and threaten survival. The most important sources of heat in a fire environment are the radiant heat from the fire and the convected heat from fire gases.

It has been shown that there is an obvious cut-off point for the effect of radiant heat at a heat flux of 2.5 kW/m² [2]. Below this limit exposure can be tolerated for 30 minutes or longer without significantly affecting the time available for escape, according to ISO/TS 13571:2002 [171]. Above this threshold value, the time to burning of skin decreases rapidly and can be calculated according to equation 4.18.

\[ t_{t_rad} = 4 q^{-1.35} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)\]

Convected heat is treated as if the fire victim is receiving a dose of heat during the time of exposure, in the same way as for the narcotic gases. Thermal tolerance data for unprotected skin shows a limit of approximately 120°C for convected heat. Above this temperature the victim feels considerable pain and will suffer from burns. ISO/TS 13571:2002 [171] provides equations for convected heat: both for a fully clothed person (eq. 4.19), and for an unclothed or lightly clothed person (eq. 4.20).

Full clothed: \[ t_{t_{conv}} = \left(4.1 \times 10^8\right)T^{-3.61} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.19)\]

Unclothed or lightly clothed: \[ t_{t_{conv}} = \left(5 \times 10^7\right)T^{-3.4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.20)\]

According to ISO/TS 13571:2002 [171], a methodology based on additive FEDs may be applied for the effects from heat. A requirement is that the temperature of the fire is stable or increasing. The total fractional effective dose of heat can be calculated according to equation 4.21. Note that when the radiant flux to the skin is below 2.5 kW/m², the first term in eq. 4.21 is to be set to zero.
The smoke gases from a fire contain particles, resulting in visual obscuration that may impair the ability of victims to escape from the fire. The obscuration effect from particles is concentration-related and does not increase with prolonged exposure.

Limits of visual obscuration for evacuation have been proposed. Jin [173] has, e.g., proposed tenability limits of an extinction coefficient ($K$) equal to 0.15/m for subjects unfamiliar with an escape route, and 0.5/m for subjects familiar with the escape route. These numbers would approximately correspond with visibility limits of 20 m and 6 m, respectively (calculated for data on light-reflecting signs, see Section 2.2.4). Babrauskas [174], on the other hand, proposes a tenability limit corresponding to an extinction coefficient of 1.2/m, which would correspond to a visibility limit of 2.5 m. A model based on the concept of minimum detectable contrast can further be found in ISO 13571:2002 [171].

### 4.2.3 Incapacitation from toxic gases in tunnel fires

The results from a series of large-scale tunnel fire tests are used in this section of the thesis to exemplify the application of the FED-concept in assessments of the time to incapacitation in fires. The fire tests were conducted in the Runehamar tunnel in Norway in 2003, and were first reported at the International Symposium on Catastrophic Tunnel Fires, held in Borås in the end of 2003 [175]. Since then, Lönnermark and Ingason have published detailed accounts on the temperatures [176] and heat release rates [177], respectively, measured in the test series.

The calculations presented in this thesis are the basis for an article in work, presenting the gas measurement from the Runehamar tests, and the implication on human safety as assessed using the human incapacitation models given in Section 4.2.2. This new article is written by Lönnermark and the author of this thesis.

The Runehamar tests were run with a mock-up of a Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) trailer as the fire load. Four tests were run, which are described in Table 4-5. The data in the table was extracted from [176] and [177]. The mass-ratios of cellulose and plastics in the fuel load were approximately 82 %, and 18 %, respectively, in all four tests. In test T3, 800 kg of rubber tyres was added, which increased the total amount of plastic in the total fuel load of that particular test.
Table 4-5  Data on the Runehamar large-scale tunnel fire tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test id</th>
<th>Description [176]</th>
<th>Total mass (kg) [176]</th>
<th>Peak HRR (MW) [177]</th>
<th>Time from ignition to peak HRR (min) [177]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Wood pallets and plastic (PE) pallets</td>
<td>11010</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Wood pallets and mattresses (PUR)</td>
<td>6920</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Furniture, fixtures + rubber tyres</td>
<td>7750 + 800</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Plastic cups (PS) in cardboard boxes on wood pallets</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Runehamar tunnel has a length of 1600 m, a height of 6 m, and a width of 9 m. The HGV mock-up was placed 563 m from the west entrance, and there was an initial (forced) longitudinal ventilation flow of ~3 m/s in the east-to-west direction. More details are given in [176].

The measurement station equipped for the most detailed characterisation of the fire effluents was situated 105 m from the west entrance, i.e. 458 m from the fire source. Measurements were made at different heights in the tunnel at this station, and included: temperatures, velocities, O₂, CO₂, CO and HCN. Only at the height of 2.9 m from the tunnel floor all parameters were measured.

The measurements made at the height of 2.9 m from the tunnel floor were used for calculating FED of asphyxiant gases and heat. It would have been advantageous if data from a lower height had been available, which more would have represented the real exposure for a person standing on the tunnel floor. The fire effluents were, however, quite well mixed in the tunnel volume at the measuring station (458 m from the fire source), and it is reasonable to assume that not a too large error is introduced.

The effects from asphyxiant gases, on a person exposed to the fire effluents at the position 458 m from the fire source, have been estimated for test T1-T4 according to the model of Purser (see Section 4.2.2). The resulting FED for incapacitating (FI) acquired during the course of the fires are given in Figure 4-4, where the time scale starts from the time of ignition of the HGV mock-up.

The total FI from all asphyxiants, which was calculated according to equation 4.15, is shown in Figure 4-4. The total FI, excluding the effects from HCN, and the individual FI from: CO (CO*VCO₂), O₂ and CO₂, are further shown.

A value of unity of FI is the point at where incapacitation is predicted. However, to allow safe escape for nearly all individuals exposed to asphyxiant gases, including susceptible individuals, a safety factor of 0.1 is proposed by Purser [2].
In test T1 and T2, the conditions in the tunnel at the position 458 m from the fire source, become incapacitating from the effects of asphyxiant gases only a few minutes after ignition, as can be seen from Figure 4-4. The contribution to the asphyxiant effect from HCN decreases the time for incapacitation with approximately 5 minutes in both of these tests. Note that a person remaining at that position in the tunnel would have been incapacitated long before the fire had reached its peak (cf. Table 4-5).

The conditions were not as severe in tests T3 and T4, which gave lower peak HRR. The effects of asphyxiant gases were, however, significant for both tests. The value of FI for safe escape (FI = 0.1), was exceeded before 10 minutes after ignition in both tests.
The incapacitating effect from convective heat is compared with the effect from asphyxiant gases in Figure 4-5. The incapacitating effects from convective heat for a fully clothed person (Conv, F), and for a lightly clothed person (Conv, L), are included. As the radiant heat flux never exceeded 2.5 W/m² at this position in the tunnel, the effect from radiant heat for incapacitation was zero.

It is clear from Figure 4-5 that in all tests the incapacitation from asphyxiant gases became important before the effects from convective heat came into effect. In tests T3 and T4, however, the incapacitating effect of convective heat (for a lightly clothed person) passed that of the asphyxiants in magnitude, at a later time in the tests.

It was shown in this example of an application of FED-models, how the effect of fire gases can be assessed by using dedicated human incapacitation models. It was further clear from the application on tunnel fires, that asphyxiant fire gases can give a rapid and devastating effect on people present in a tunnel during a fire incident.
4.3 Emissions to the environment

4.3.1 Background

It was shown in Section 3 of this thesis that fires produce a mix of various combustion products with in many cases high concentrations of persistent pollutants. Fires contribute therefore to the anthropogenic emissions of pollutants to the environment.

Persson et al. [178, 179] have previously made an estimate of the emissions from fires into the atmosphere a typical year in Sweden. The work was commissioned by the Swedish Rescue Services Agency (SRV) and was implemented in 1995 using 1994 as a model year. Their work focussed on the emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO₂), nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) and sulfur dioxide (SO₂). They concluded that while large amounts of these species are emitted from fires each year, fires represent a minor source of these emissions with the majority coming from controlled combustion. They further proposed that fires potentially represent a major source of some environmentally important species, such as PAH, dioxins and furans. At the time of their study, however, very little information was available to corroborate this hypothesis.

The contribution from fires to the total emissions of dioxins has, since this initial work, been studied by several authors. Carroll has estimated the emissions of dioxins from PVC [126, 180] and wood [126] in house fires in the US. His conclusion was that the dioxin emissions from these materials in house fires only made a small contribution to the total emission. Thomas and Spiro [125] estimated the emissions from forest fires in the US to be significant but only a small fraction to the total. Dyke et al. [181] estimated that the emission of dioxins from fires may be one of the more important from non-industrial processes and should be studied further. In national inventories of dioxin emissions the contributions from accidental fires are alternatively not estimated at all or commented as being impaired with a high uncertainty due to lack of reliable data [182]. In the Swedish estimates for 1990 [182], 1993 [182] and 2004 [124], the only source from accidental fires included is that from landfill fires.

In 2001, a new project was commissioned by SRV aiming at estimating the emissions of VOC, PAH and dioxins from fires. In this work, 1999 was used as the model year. The results from this new estimate were reported by Blomqvist et al. [183] and are the basis for Paper IX.

4.3.2 Estimate of total emissions to the atmosphere

The estimate of the total amounts of PCDD/F, PAH and VOC from fires during 1999 was made by combining the amounts of materials involved in building fires and fires in specific objects, with emission factors for these materials and with specific emission factors for the objects. The data on the amount of combusted material in fires was assessed from fire statistics and information from insurance companies. Emission factors were estimated from information available in the literature,
although this information was limited in many cases. Details of how the total amounts of combusted materials and the emission factors were estimated can be found in Paper IX.

The estimates of the total emissions of PCDD/F, PAH and VOC from fires in Sweden during 1999 are given in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6  Estimate of total emissions (max/min limits).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>PCDD/F (mg TEQ)</th>
<th>PAH (tons)</th>
<th>VOC (tons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td>9/210</td>
<td>1.3/4.8</td>
<td>4.7/65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General building</td>
<td>2/60</td>
<td>0.2/1.0</td>
<td>1.6/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry buildings</td>
<td>3/30</td>
<td>0.3/1.7</td>
<td>2.2/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other buildings</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>0.2/1.8</td>
<td>1.8/35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest fires</td>
<td>~5</td>
<td>0.3/2.6</td>
<td>2.6/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbage cans, containers</td>
<td>210/870</td>
<td>0.006/0.02</td>
<td>0.5/1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles, trains</td>
<td>~220</td>
<td>~0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>500/1400 mg</td>
<td>2/12 tons</td>
<td>13/200 tons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The emission estimates in Table 4-6 are in several cases given as rather broad ranges reflecting the uncertainty in the data concerning emission of these species. There is an inherent uncertainty in the emission factors for the various material involved in the fires due to the possible variations in combustion conditions. This uncertainty is further compounded by the added uncertainty of the fire statistics due to a lack of detailed information concerning the amount of material involved in the various fires.

The estimates showed, however, that the majority of dioxin emissions were from fires in objects such as garbage cans, containers and vehicles, i.e. not from fires in buildings. A large source of PAH and VOC, however, was fires in buildings. Forest fires were another large source of PAH and VOC.

To assess the significance of the emissions from fires one must compare with data of emissions from other sources. For dioxins this type of information is available. An inventory of dioxin emissions in Sweden (1993) showed that the total emission of dioxins to the air was between 23 and 93 g TEQ [182]. The only fire related emissions included in this inventory were from fires in municipal waste dumps (3-30 g). Emissions from other sources were e.g.: 0.2-1 g TEQ from traffic and 3 g TEQ from municipal waste combustion. Thus, the 0.5-1.4 g estimated in Table 4-6 reveals that emissions of dioxins from fires is a significant source, in the same range as the emission from traffic and municipal waste combustion. Note that there were no fires in waste dumps reported in the statistics for 1999.

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) has recently published a dioxin inventory for the year 2004 [124]. This inventory estimates the total air dioxin emission to be between 33 and 105 g TEQ. The estimate for
municipal waste combustion is only 1.1 g TEQ for 2004, while the figure for fires in waste dumps is estimated to be 0.4-65 g TEQ, i.e., the estimate of the total emissions has not changed significantly, whereas that for waste combustion is lowered, probably due to new emissions limits for municipal waste combustion [124]. The high limit of the estimate for waste dumps is actually the greatest contribution to the total emission estimate.

In the estimates described in Paper IX, the emission factors for dioxins and PAH from automobile fires were 0.038 mg TEQ/object and 20 g/object, respectively. These emission factors were extracted from the work of Wichmann et al. [119], the only data available at that time. The results from the full-scale automobile fire reported on in Paper X gave emission factors of 0.087 mg TEQ/object and 119 g/object for dioxins and PAHs, respectively. These new emission factors from our work are clearly higher than the old factors, but of the same order of magnitude.

An updated estimate of the dioxin emission from automobile fires in Sweden during one year (based on 4000 vehicles) with the new emission factor results in an emission of 0.35 g TEQ. That corresponds approximately to a third of the total emissions from municipal waste combustion in Sweden during 2004, i.e., the dioxin emissions from e.g. automobile fires are significant on a national emission level.

National inventories of PAH emissions are summarized in the EC “PAH Position Paper” [184] from 2001. It is clear from this paper that the presentation of PAH results makes inventories of PAH emissions difficult. The type of results presented varies, i.e. the number of individual PAHs included in total values is not the same in different inventories. Three different total estimates are given for Sweden [184]. The lowest total estimate is 7 tons/year and refers to benzo[a]pyrene only. Two other estimates are 153 tons/year and 282 tons/year. The first refers to the total of an undefined numbers of PAHs whether the last refers to the sum of six PAHs. The emissions of 2-12 tons of total PAHs from fires are therefore significant relative to the total estimates given above.

For the broad group of VOC compounds, there is no system for toxicity- or environmental weighting. As in the case of PAH emissions, however, the emissions of tens of tons of these species, should realistically be of some environmental significance.

The emissions from fires may, however, vary considerably between different years due to the occurrence of large, catastrophic fires. Large single fires can actually have a major effect on the overall emissions. Such potential sources of emissions were also assessed in Paper IX, and the results of this assessment are given in Table 4-7.
Table 4-7  Estimate of emissions (min/max limits) from potential fires in various storage facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential fires</th>
<th>Amount (tons)</th>
<th>PCDD/F (mg TEQ)</th>
<th>PAH (tons)</th>
<th>VOC (tons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waste deposit</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100/2300</td>
<td>0.003/0.065</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood chips</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>~20</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>10/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>~8</td>
<td>~0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>6/1100</td>
<td>0.5/2.5</td>
<td>5/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>~0.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyres</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2/100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was estimated that the greatest potential source of dioxins in this category would be a fire in a municipal waste deposit, or a fire involving a large amount of plastic (PVC) or tyres. The greatest potential source of PAH and VOC, however, would be a fire in wood chips or tyres.

It can be concluded that the emissions of PAH, VOC and dioxins from fires are large. The fire related emissions of PAH and dioxins have further been showed to be significant and comparable to those from many other sources. For dioxins it is further clear that large catastrophic fires can lead to major emissions.
5 Conclusions

The main objective of the work presented in this thesis was to investigate and quantify the harmful smoke gas constituents emitted from fires. This information is important in the assessment of the consequences of these compounds for humans and the environment. The work presented is put into its proper context as schematically outlined in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 Schematic outline of the work presented in the thesis.

The work was principally based on the detailed analysis of the effluents from various fire experiments. The experiments were mostly large-scale, including room-fires, fires with materials in the 100-kg scale and fires with real-scale objects.

The greatest challenge was to quantitatively determine the smoke gas contents, which included all type of contents, ranging for example from major gaseous inorganic species present in percent-levels, to minor organic species present in sub ppb-levels and also sub-micron scale particulates.

Toxic inorganic fire gases such as, e.g., CO, NO, HCN, HCl and HF are a major hazard for people in fires. Some important findings regarding the production of this type of gases are given below.
For large-scale experiments with pure polymers and other bulk chemicals it was shown that:

- For a number of gases (e.g. CO, NO, HCN) there is a strong dependence of the production on the equivalence ratio of the combustion.
- The type of fire scenario (in this work: open pool fires, the ISO room, a larger test enclosure with a storage configuration) does not alter the outcome of the combustion significantly, for a given level of ventilation.

Specifically for fires involving electrical cables it was seen that:

- In a fire situation where PVC containing cables show self-sustaining flame spread, the amount of HCl produced is generally equivalent to that of CO.
- There is a correlation between the production of smoke and CO from cables; and the production of smoke is significantly higher for PVC cables compared to that from halogen free cables. The production of smoke from reduced propagation (i.e. flame retarded) PVC cables was generally the highest.
- Fires in installations with mixed types of cables can produce substantial amounts of HF from (otherwise) high performance fluoropolymer cables.

A range of organic smoke gas constituents have been identified and quantified from fires. The adverse effects of these compounds range from irritancy to carcinogenicity and reproductive effects. Some important findings regarding these compounds are given below:

- Benzene was found to be the principal organic compound present in fire effluents. Other volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of generic character for fires are toluene, phenol and styrene. Naphthalene, a volatile PAH-compound, was further a major organic constituent in all fires.
- Isocyanates are potent irritants, which were found in significant amounts in the effluents from both small-scale and large-scale fire experiments with various materials. Traces of isocyanate metabolites were further found in the urine from one person in the SP staff, working with full-scale tests involving PUR mattresses.
- Fires generally produce orders of magnitude higher yields of PAH compared to e.g. residential combustion devices. Room-fires were shown to produce a yield of approximately 1 g/kg of PAH. However, specific materials (e.g. flame retarded HIPS) were shown to produce significantly higher yields, and further a more toxic composition of the individual PAHs.
- It was shown that chlorinated dioxins (PCDD/Fs) can be produced in large amounts from fires. The size of the production was, however, shown to be very dependent on the combustion conditions in the fire. Room fires, that went to flash-over, produced moderate yields of dioxins in comparison with other (non-cleaned) combustion sources, whereas the production from a fire with an automobile, and fires with TV-sets, where high.
- Products containing brominated flame retardants were seen to produce large amounts of, predominately, brominated furans (PBDFs). The fire conditions are, however, very determining for the production. A high production of PBDFs were
found in tests with free-burning objects (TV and sofa), whereas room-tests including the same products gave a much lower total production.

An estimate of the total amounts of dioxin, PAH and VOC from fires in Sweden during a specific year was made, by combining the amounts of materials involved in fires with emission factors for these fires. It was concluded from this estimate that the emissions of PAH, VOC and dioxins from fires are large. The fire related emissions of PAH and dioxins were further shown to be significant and comparable to those from many other sources. For dioxins it was further clear that large catastrophic fires can lead to major emissions.

Submicron sized particles have an adverse health effect. The characterisation of the particulate phase in the smoke from both small-scale and large-scale fire tests has shown that:

- The maximum in the mass size distribution of particles in fires (the largest mass of particles) is generally below 1 µm, and often around 0.3 µm.
- The maximum in the number size distribution (the largest number of particles) is generally at a much smaller particle size, < 0.1 µm.
- The median (mass) diameter of particles produced from fires is related to the quantitative particle yield of the combustion. A high particle yield results in a large particle size.

An alternatively route for obtaining information concerning gas production in fires, is numerical simulation, relying on detailed chemical kinetics. The feasibility of incorporating the gas phase chemistry of a generic nitrogen-containing fuel through a stationary laminar flamelet model into CFD, to predict HCN formation in fires was investigated. The assessment of the modelling concept showed that:

- The flamelet model was able to semi-quantitatively predict the production of HCN from a room fire.
- Both the production during well ventilated conditions and the increased production during under-ventilated conditions were accurately captured by the model.

Information on the production of toxic gases, such as e.g. HCN, is important for estimating the time for evacuation in the case of fires in buildings. An application of a FED-type human incapacitation model for asphyxiant gases, showed that these gases were the greatest danger in a series of experimental tunnel fires, and that HCN had a major impact in these fire tests.

A general conclusion from the work presented in this thesis is that the dangers from fire effluents are multitude, and that they are in many cases difficult to anticipate without detailed information concerning the fuel composition and fire conditions.

In fire engineering design of buildings, e.g., it is not enough to make assessments of the fire safety of single materials or objects, as a product with nominally excellent fire behaviour, could represent a major hazard in a real installation. This was exemplified by the high production of HF from fluoropolymer cables in a mixed cable installation.
Further, fire retarded materials are in many cases necessary to achieve adequate fire safety. If, however, these materials are subjected to high external heat levels, the consequences, in the form of emissions, can be severe. It was, e.g., shown that HIPS treated with brominated flame retardants emitted very high amounts of brominated furans in a free-burning fire scenario.
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